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t\ NCE again Rick Roe graces our cover
with an attractive abstraction of a

vintage Shadow cover—this one more ab-
stract than usual. You won't find Mmfep
in the Next Room (or the cover that goes
with it) in any Shadow collection in ex-
istence. Yet it is a legitimate entry in
the series, one which most of you may be
familiar with under a different title.

Now we aouM just come right out and
tell you which title, but this is Duende
and we prefer the oblique to the obvious,
and so we've borrowed a leaf from Walter
B. Gibson's notebook (See The Chinese
Disks, Shadow 11/1/34) and "translated"

;o a very peculiar "Chinese."
To decipher this pmnese,

the edge Of ^ g|ie?-J:' -si^' paper
^rtical guidelines provided,
right half of the strip is

read the result.

]LT URDER IN THE NEXT ROOM is but one of
the scores of original titles ttiat

will be featured in next ig'sUe^S !>ukMe
Shadow Index.

As for Rick's cover illustration, it-
self, that, too, is an illusion. As the
original novel in question never really
had a cover to call its own, (One was
pulled out of the files, but you've all
heard that story) we've created one of
our own. Taking the original cover to
The Crystal Buddha, (Shadow 1/1/3S) Rick
has superimposed upon it elements from
the dust jackets of two books authored by
a pair of writers who had some influence
on both Walter Gibson's writing, and on
The Shadow. You'll find The Crystal Buddha
cover on our contents page, but the other
two you'll just have to find for yourself.
Both are reproduced in this issue's inter-
view, "Out of the Shadows—Walter Gibson.!'
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OUR back covers (both of 'em) are
the work of a newcomer to Ditende 'a

,^ges, though we're sure that there are-

out there who are not familiar with
the finely-stippled artwork of Frank
Hamilton. Frank's work has appeared in
numerous books and journals devoted to

the old pulps and without doubt, he is
the Toast of Pulpdom. And ri^^htly so.
Frank, a Shadow enthusiast, is a native
of Gloucester, Massachusetts, and he-

contributes consistently to the excel-"
lent Xenophile these days. He joins
Duende with this issue and we're damn
proud to have him as a contributor.

THE covers themselves are- a depart-
ure from the typical illustmtHsiiS-

that one might find in dusnde in that
they are tributes to two very fine pulp
writers as human beings, not simply as
writers. Too often, we salute such men
for their work and we don't look beyond
t.tiat,. HjDweyer^ Ff^k has c^pt-ur^i the
wai?M,- "hifliB^- gi^^s q£. Leatsp" fieRt 'and.

,

Walter Gibson in these poignant pieces.
While the Lester Dent back cover

is self-explanatory, the other is not.
Our inside back cover was commissioned
by Walter Gibson himself , as a tribute to
his recently-dfipart.ed cat-. Baby, Baby,
it see*^, bore -a- stsenig i>.^setnfa-laH-Ce

to the cat depicted on the cover of the
final issue of The Shadow. For more
background on this, see Xenophile §17
where this illustration first appeared
as the front cover. Xenophile, by the
way, is a Vfonderful .monthly j.ouisial

which contains articles and buy/seli/"
trade ads (sn the f^^tasy/pul'g/niyst^-
field. inquire Nils Hardin, editor,
?.0. Box 9,850, St. Louis, Mo. 63123,
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OUR back covers (both of 'em) are
the work of a newcomer to Duende '
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pages, though we're sure that there are
few out there who are not familiar with
the finely-stippled artwork of Frank
Hamilton. Frank's work has appeared in
numerous books and journals devote^i to

the old pulps and without doubt, 'je is
the Toast of Pulpdom. And rightly so.

Frank, a Shadow enthusiast, is a native
of Gloucester, Massachusetts, and he

contributes consistently to the excel-
lent Xenophile these days. He joins
Duende with this issue and we're damn

proud to have him as a contributor.
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HE covers themselves are a depart-
from the typical illustrations
might find in Duende in that
tributes to two very fine pulp
s human beings, not simply as

Too often, we salute such men
work and we don't look beyond

However, Frank has captured the

of Lester Dent and
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warm, human
Halter Gibson in these poignant pieces.

While the Lester Dent back cover

is self-explanatory, the other is not.

Our inside back cover was commissioned
by Walter Gibson himself , as a tribute to
his recently-departed cat. Baby. Baby,
it seems, bore a strong resemblance
to the eat depicted on the cover of the
final issue of The Shadow. For more
background on this, see XenophiZe §17
where this illustration first appeared
as the front cover. Xenophite, by the
way, is a wonderful monthly journal
which contains articles and buy/sell/
trade ads on the fantasy/pulp /"mystery
field, inquire Nils Hardin, editor,
P.O. Box 9560, St. Louis, Mo. 53122.
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IT'S been a long time between D'uende #1 and
this second issue. The main reason for the

delay lies in our lead article, which we believe
may be the single most important piece of re-
search and writing on Doo Savage. After forty
years, the story of "The Secret Kenneth Robe-
sons" can now be told—and by way of explanation
the story behind "The Secret Kenneth Robesons"
deserves brief mention.

Alnxjst three years ago, in March, 1973, we
first began to poke around in the matter of the
ghost writers in Doa Savage. Our original in-
tent was simple: to identify the works of the
one or two ghosts thought to have been involved

,

and to identify the writers by name, if possible.
The motivation was simply to weed out the non-
Dent novels, and a short article with a new in-
dex to the novels was the ultimate goal.

Somehow, we succeeded in our initial goals,
but the project expanded far beyond that. Sew
ghost writers came to light, new information
which resulted in our incredible expanded Duende
Doc Savage Index--even while the first issue of
Duende was being created and published, this pro-
ject, in secret, went on. In time, our interest
grew beyond the identities of the mysterious
other Kenneth Robesons, into their lives and
histories, until we became involved in tracking
these ghost writers down. And with the data
turning up in that direction, coupled winh the
framework of our master index, were found our-
selves writing an history of Doa Savage Magazine,

i>H*lt aj?QUBd- the pecsonalitiea >of -ttiose invf^lyad.

md -relating -tfltat to tte otiigir .Street. S "Snith

magazines, A formidable task.
For two solid years, the research dragged

on. Then, another full year spent in writing
"The Secret Kenneth Robesons," As the research
never stopped, numerous revisions were made on
what totaled four separate drafts of the article.
Even as we prepared to go to press, new bits of
data were being pasted onto the lay-out sheets,
which goes to show you how thorough and pains-
taking is the work that goes into Duende.

The culmination of all of thiR rpsearr.h—
and the one incident that made it all worth-
whiie---ocGiired in Uovember, 1976, when Ryerson
Jshasim and his wife Lois, paid me a visit
a$ Bgf, home. But, of course, the visit meant
new in£©rmation—and the inevitable revisions!

&it all of that is past, now. "The Secret
Keiineth. Robesons" is finished, and Duende #2,

long awaited, is here, and awaits your pleasure.
Read it once, then spend some time pouring over
our compelling Doc Savage Index, the re-read it
again— it should take at least two readings to
digest it all!

AS a matter of interest, I'm told that this
business of determining authorship through

textual analysis is an actual literary science,
called Attribution. We weren't aware of that
fact, but for our money, it might better be call-
ed qhost breakini'--a ti^rn wc- find more
comfortable as it's closer to our ouId roots.

As for the future, we have no definate plans
for Duende #3. Partially due to the effort ex-
pended in producing this issue, and partially
due to the lack of suitable articles for pub-
lication. Good, well-researched, factual art-
icles are needed. But query first

—

Duende has
high standards. Issue #3 may feature a number
of shorter articles on the lesser-known pulp
characters, and we have many interviews on
hand, much like that of our Walter Gibson inter-
view in this issue. In fact, we have several
more hours of tape featuring Mr. Gibson, and an
all-interview Walter Gibson issue is being con-
templated .

Our contest (see last issue) was an abysmal
failure. Virtually no one submitted any new
data, although on our own, we have expanded our
Lester Dent bibliography, so all is not lost.
However, we will keep the contest open for a
while, yet. Data on pulp stories by Lester Dent
a^ewhat is needed; if you can help, please do.

Finally, we are pleased to announce that
Duende is now an official publication of Odyssey
Publications, and that Odyssey and Duende will
be working together in the future to reprint
the best of the pulps, and to preserve their
history, as well.

For those who don't know, Odyssey Publica-
tions produces quality paperbound facsimile ed-
itions of rare pulps magazines, as well as fac-
simile anthologies culled from the pulps. Titles
such as Strange Tales, Golden Fleeae, Oriental
Storves, Ka-ar—even Spioy Mystery have been
repainted. The interested may inquire:- Qdy^e^
Puhiieations, P.O. Box 71, Melrose lS^llajd#,
Ha. 02177.

(i/ixhn
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KENNETH ROBESON never existed.
Kenneth Robeson was an example of a phen-

omenon indigenous to the pulp magazine, the

"bouse name." A house name was a kind of lit-

erary mask designed to obscure authorship and,

unlike a pen name which is the sole property
of a single author, the house name is ovmed by

the publishing company and often conceals sev-

eral authors under one umbrella signature.
The house name came into wide use—though

it was hardly new—during the Thirties when the
character magazines came into being. Most of

these. The Shadow, Doa Savage, The Spider, and

others, were published with a house name at-

tached to the lead novel. This practice was

designed to create the illusion of uniformity
of authorship and reader identification when a

series was being penned by a variety of men and

also served as a safeguard against an author
quitting or becoming deceased, so that a suc-

cessful series might continue under a new
author without its readers batting an eye.

The house name also had a cosmetic pur-

pose. Each was selected to conjiire up the

proper image , in the readers ' eyes , of the

"author" chronicling the adventures of the

hero. Thus, the exploits of The Shadow were
recounted by the dignified "Maxwell Grant;"

the missions of the rapier-wielding Operator 5

were penned by "Curtis Steele;" and the sand-

and-whipoord "Kenneth Robeson" became the au-

thor of Doa Savage Magazine.

IN the beginning, the name was Kenneth Rob-

erts, and under that psuedonym the first

Doc Savage novel. The Man of Bronze, (.H 3/33--

leading number refers to novel's position as

written, while, second numbers refer to date

of pidjiication. Gonsult the Duende: Bqg Savage
lBde»on- Jfiages 28-31.} a^>ear.ed.. iben it irag

discovered that Kenneth Roberts was" "the name

of a real historical writer, the na

the familiar Kenneth RobesoB ttlMii SEftie lia»ii-"0fi

TeTTor (#2 it/SS).

The name was concocted by Street £ Smith

Publications for exclusive use on the Doc Sav-

age series in order to conceal the rather un-

dramatic name of Lester Dent. It was later to

hide Dent's name on the Ed Stone stories he

would write for Crime Bisters, and also raasSt

two other writers on The Avenger series.

Although Lester Dent would write millions

of words under that name and come to dislike

the anonymity it created, his was not the only

hand involved. The series was created by
Street £ Smith vice-president Henry W. Ralston

and was guided largely by him and editor John

Nanovic. As is well known, these men had oc-

casion to draft apprentice Kenneth Robesons to

work on Uoa Savage for various and recondite

reasons. Their names appear on the Street &

Smith records and, except for a single case of

confused identity, they are known.

THE present accepted author attributions of

the Doc Savage novels credit Lester Dent

with 165 novels; Herman Daniels (a.k.a. Noman
Danberg) with nine; Alan Hathway with four;

and William G. Bogart with but three novels.

But there were ghost writers whom Lester

Dent employed to help him write Doa Savage

apart from those hired by Street % Smith.

Friends of his, for the most part. Men who are

forgotten today, or else little known in their

own day. No known file or record reflects

their work; nor have they even been whispered

about. In most cases, these men are no longer

living, their lips forever sealed. But they

have left their quiet marks in the novels that

they wrote almost forty years ago and, whether
unknown or forgotten, they have been rediscov-

They i : the Secret Kenneth Robesons.
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By 'Slis ^1 of 193^^, Lester Dent felt that

.T&e jfiad had his fill of Doc Savage Magasine,

^l^'.only five years of pulp writing, he had
ira»it*eii unnumbered short stories, twenty-four
Doc Savage novels ana at least thirteen Doc

Savage radio scripts. A success in his field,

he now felt that he should be ttiovjiip. on To \i

better class of writing"— the slick magazines,
such as Collier's and The Saturday Evemng Post.

His first stirrings toward what he consictePed

good writing happened to coincide with hiS'-plK^

chase of the Atbatroes^ the forty-foot, Cheasa-
peake Bay bugeye he called his "treasure hunt

Lc-stcr Dent had per-
haps two great dreams which
he pursued for many years

:

he lusted to ply the high
seas and dredge up that
great lure of mariners,
sunken treasure, and he
ached to establish himself
as a nationally recognized
writer under his own name.
He never quite realized
those dreams; yet he never
gave up on them, either.
But in 1934, they were
cherished hopes, yet un-

Thus, in preparation
for an extended cruise from
New York to the Caribbean

,

and with his interest in

Doc Savage at low ebb, Les-

ter Dent cast about for the

first of several ghost
writers whom he would em-

ploy over the next six
years

.

AS Ron Goulart--the
"Kenneth Robeson" of

the modern Avenger novels

,

Strangely enough—first revealed in his Cheap
Thpille; an Informat History of the Pulp Maga-
zine, Dent chose a friend and fellow pulp writ-

er, H. Eyerson Johnson, as his first auxiliary
Kenneth Robeson. At that time, Johnson owned
up to ghosting three Docs, but could only re-
call two titles. Since then, the identity of

his third novel has been a tantalizing mystery
that has baffled the best pulp scholars around

Fortunately, Walter Ryerson Johnson—his
friends call him "Johnny"--is still with us. I

contacted him in May, 1976 and found him to be

a warm and generous correspondent. Currently,
he writes children's books, texts, histories

^"d .coEfSiiaers himself one of the few "hack
freel^cecs left on the scene." Hut bdck dur-
ing the |nilp era, he wrote fo:: oiily the best of

them: Acbenture, Argosy and Wsstern Story. For
the most part, he wrote westerns, because he
soon learned that to siirvive as a pulp writer,
he had to specialize and he found that he had a

knack for westerns. When the western pulps
slumped, he switched to cetective stories and

learned to write them as an editor for Popu-
lar's Deteat^ve Tales, O^me Mysterii and The

^i3sv a.® In.hi.a.-tiflie.v.-he, ^oat^.^SKwral

tive novel, I7ie Silent Death (12/36).

RYERSON JOHUSON first
met Lester Dent at one

f Arthur Burks' Fiction
Guild meetings, where only
the most successful pulp
writers convened. They
soon became close friends

ajSft. ili^asK^ K^^qttiises Bent
qiiikp vivCStLyi'

"When you're talking
about Les Dent you're
talking about one of
my favorite people on

this earth. A com-
pletely genuine, hon-
est person; not a
phoney pore in his

body—and it was a
big body, big and
gangling and awkward.
. . .Once he was visit-
ing me at an old
house I still have on
the coast of Maine. I

was trying to level
out the yard a little.
Had a big hole dug
around an -^norraous

boulder. Three or
four of us were try-

ing to extricate the boulder with ropes
and pry bars. Les moved in and got his
arms around it and heaved it out by him-
self. Doc Savage. I sometimes halfway
thought of him in those terms."

"p ARLY on in their long friendship. Dent of-
fered to let Johnson ghost a few _I}oc rov-

els. "Just blast it out," Dent toW i^&a. -'ihi^

get the action flow and the plot down...I-'ll do
the prettying afterwards." Johnson wrote three
novels over more than a years' time. They were:

Land of Always-Night (#2S March, 1935)
The Fantastic Island (#35 Dec. 1935)

7/nuEms/n



The Notion Menace (#55 Hay, 1938)
Dent seemed to have had some problems

"prettying" the Johnson novels. A comparison
of the three show marked differences. Land of
Always-Night was heavily revised and is more
Lester Dent than Ryerson Johnson; The Fantastia
Island, on the other hand, is largely Johnson
with a little revision. The Motion Menaae is a

isSxwpletely different sttwy:

"On the Motion Menaae—it was my original
idea, and T gave it a soft sell in the
opening, starting with a house fly buzzing
across Doc Savage's desk, and stopping in

midair and dropping straight down in front
«f .I^:-'a f^e« Doc wonders idly. HeJtJt

Og^sgesi&mi 'ims, a sesgull seen by Doc '^eaai

his moving car; seagull (hitting the in-
visible motion barrier) drops straight
down. Doc's car is the next thing to con-

tact the invisible force, . .and then a
bunch of airplanes—or I guess the planes
came Sisfstt and ^pc di^'t rpa ixAo it

with -Qie sntii l^u^ Hi tha S^^v^i
Les was more than a little scornful abblit

starting out a Doo Savage novel with just

a single fly, and he ended up restructur-
ing the whole story. 'Who do (you) think
we're writing for, Harper's? You wanta
know my audience?' Then he told me €d3out

a 'scroimgy looking, pimpleface littXe Jcld

about ten years old' he had seen on the
subway reading a Doc Savage Magazine.
'Write for him,' Les said."

As it turned out, Lester Dent didn't just
restructure The Motion Menaae, he scrapped
Johnson's version entirely, though he kept the
central idea and title, and wrote it anew. The
published novel is thus wholly in Dent's style
with no traces of Johnson evident. It begins,
not with Doc Savage in New York, but with Pat

Savage in Shanghai, China! Interestingly en-

ough, though the manuscript was ,sjiliffl4.tJ:§A, tp
Street E Smith in 1936, it did not -aefft. lajint

iHitil 1938.

THE" problem Dent experienced with the John-
son novels boiled down to the marked dis-

s-imilarlty between their writing styles, Ryer-
son Johnson, a meticulous writer, wrote in a
rich, dense style thath dwelt upon detatli
while Dent affected a terse, brisk prose in

which, once a detail was laid down, it was
promptly forgotten in the torrent of action.
Johnson recalls that Dent thought he put too
much color and background in Land of Atways-
Sigfiti but "He didn't change the feasica of that

ae much. Just fitted it to his pace and
writing style. ..lies told me, 'Hith Doc it isn't

enough to have excitment; you have to have ac-
tion. Move it along. Using the same word^e,
make it three fights instead -c* 1»»0> ' . - I
had learned enough on that one, so that when I

tackled Fantastic Island I was able to get it

more into his style, and he didn't change it so

But even when he revised the above novels,

DeQt had i^x>blems. Although Johnson used a

]^^f<e£«^S0 file for background when writing his
Doc entries, he made a few technical mistakes

—

mistakes which Dent tried to coiT:'ect. Most of
these were minor, such as Johnson's habit of
describing Doc's eyes as gold-flecked instead

of the traditional flake-gold, and placing
Joltony Littlejohn's monocle in his eye rathex^

tll^ on his lapel. 1^ ex^^or vSK m&ti
it seemed to give Dent some trouble over the
next few years,

WHEN Lester Dent first introduced Doc's
cousin, Pat Savage, in Brand of the Were-

mlf (#11 1/31), he gave her a single Savage
^mlly trait, bronze hair. He made no mentixan

of her eye and skin color. Then, in Chapter 1

of The Fantastia Island, her eyes are described

as golden for the first time. However, in

Chapter 2, they are suddenly blue. The next

ghost writer to come along also described them
as golden and, as time wore on, even Lester
Dent himself seems imcertain. In some novels,
they are gold, in others they are flake-gold,
and in yet other yarns he states that they are
not flake-gold. Dent never offers an alternate
color, though. I asked Ryerson Johnson about
this and he replied: "You say that until my
EcBitOBtia la-
Imd, -lie opmr
indicated eye
color? Runs in

my mind he said
her eyes were
blue. If I had
them golden, I

must have for-
gotten to make
them blue in

that instance
and was influ- t~

»

enced by Doc's "6.^^

golden eyes to
a

"

family trait,"
If John-

son's memory is

accurate, then ^

Dent, after ^lOUNGM

fitting it a- RIESSON

iriiijre. "waxt al-
ong with Pat's
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golden eyes as they had been established in sev^
eral novels before he could correct the situa-
tion. Later, in Ths Yellou Cloud, Dent added
bronze skin to Pat's list of traits to complete
her resemblance to Doc.

As this incident shows. Dent was not cap-
able of thoroughly correcting Johnson's prose '

(neither were the proof readers, it seems) and
little things slipped past him. This wotild
seem a minor business but, by a weird coincid-
ence, the next two ghost writers on Doc Savage
would both happen to read Johnson's first two
novels and they picked up and proliferated
these technical deviations, commencing a chain-
reaction which wouldn't cease until Dent res-
umed writing Doc Savage exclusively.

T ESTER DENT'S Doc Savage contract called
upon him to produce acceptable Doc Savage

manuscripts on a regular basis and he had the
option to farm them out to ghost writers, if he
so chose. At the time he hired Johnson, he
was being paid S700 per novel and he turned
SSOO of that over to Johnson. The usual pro-
ceedure called for Dent to submit plot outlines
to editor John Nanovic for an okay. Then he
would write each story. Though he wouldn't do
this with all of his ghosts, Lester Dent had
^ugh confidence in Ryerson Johnson to allow
him to plot his own novels. Johnson recalls:

"5ohn Hanovic was editor for Doc. ..He rode
h0pd pretty closely. He was a little dub-
iitjus about me ghosting for Les until Les
assured him he'd bring it all into his ac-
ceptable style in a rewrite if neccessary.
And he sold Nanovic on the idea of getting
some fresh plot tricks. There had to be
three good escape tricks (as well as a
bunch of little ones) in every story. I

remember when I submitted the plotline for
Fantasti-o Island, in a couple of places I

simply said. Doc escapes by some clever
trick. Only I used Les' tern SpX. .Ifeufio-

vic found the plot acceptable, ittt
bled, 'It better be clever.' On that mon-
ster iguana sequence I nearly out-tricked
n^elf. I had the prisoner— I think it
was Doc's sister, Pat, view the iguana
through a window glass that, unknown to
her, was a magnifying glass. She, and the
reader, saw this monster creature that
stood salivating and red eyed between her
and safety. But iguanas don't grow that
big, of course, and the time came when I
had to account to the reader for this
fact. I came up with a solution then that
I have used repeatedly since in other
story silaiations . Instead of (^-«Eiii$tea^
I filled the coaityard with littie. yari
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long monsters. As I recall. Doc carried
Pat, leaping from one hungry monster to
another, hop-skipping on their backs ac-
ross the courtyard—like Lisa crossing the
river on a succession of ice cubes.
"What sprang the idea for (The Fantastic
Island) was a newspaper piece about a mad
baroness currently involved with a murder
under mysterious circumst.inces in the Gal-
apagos. Starting from that T started
reading up on the Islands, Dropped the
baronfessj theme, but went ahead when 1
realized how much good "color" there was
available re: this location. Worked up a
storyline. Dent and 1 yacked it around,
refined it, and I started writing. I nev-
er was a fast writer. Took me three weeks
to do that, which was a record for me at
that time. Dent thot I ought to do it in
a week or so. I remember a wire I had
from him: 'Where the—Western Union says
say heck— Is the copy?'"

RYERSON JOHNSON wrote his first Doc Savage
novel. Land of Alixiys-Night, around Sept-

ember-October, 1934. He still remembers being
picked up, manuscript and all, in Dent's La
Salle convertable and being driven home to Ill-
inois. Dent went from there to La Plata, Mo.~
the first such extended return since his coming
to Kew York to work for Dell in 1931—where he
revised the novel. It was mailed to Street E
Smith by his father, Bern Dent, the first Doc
novel to emanate from La Plata.

Lester Dent and his wife, Norma, went on
the first of their treasure hunting jaunts to
the Caribbean
early in 1935
and they remain-
ed in the is-
lands until May.
There, Dent did
his first ser-
ious t^eagyre
hunting, became
an expert deep-
sea fisherman

all i:he while
continuing to
write Doc Sav-
age. Mrs. Dent
recalls her
role in that
adventure : "My
job was to look
for sharks. I

couldn't climb

ttms tea to copyright 1935 Stre.t S Smith



As for tressuT'e findinp:, Ryerson Johnson

remembers this: "l!e ;oL'k ::'!! ut, :;n .-veiy elec-

tronic sounding device he could find. They

were all too sensitive. Only thing he ever

brought up, he said, were wet coconuts."
When Dent retumed to New York, Ryerson

Johnson was promptly asked to ghost The Fantas-
tia Istand, despite the fact that Street E

Smith had by that time already brought their
own ghost writer into the series. By Summer,

Dent re-established a home in La Plata, where
he would spent part of each year. His time, un-
til 19tO, would then be divided between New
York, La Plata and the Albatross.

The date of the writing of Johnson's ver-

sion of The Motion Menace is unknown. According
to the author, "He (Dent) was hemming and haw-

ing over version, and we discussed things
about it now and then. He had a kind of hang-
up) on it 1 thought." In fact. Dent nearly junk-

ed the novel; He put it aside, wrote a fresh Doc
story, and then caree back to rewrite the story.

IN the final analysis, I^erson Johnson was
a most important Doc Savage author. Though

his publJ9^^e$,jg^s«!ls were actually in the way
of ooll^etratitafe, they had a marked influence
on the Kenneth Robesons to follow. Land of
Aluays-Night is considered one of the finest

lost race novels ever published in Doa Savage
and it served as the spring-board for two other
Doc yarns; The Fantastic Island has often been
cited as the obvious source of Ian Fleming's
Doctor No; and though his draft of The Motion
Menace was never published, Lester Dent liked
the "invisible motion barrier" idea enough to

use it again in The Spook of Grandpa Ebon (#130
12/113).

Lester Dent had originally chosen Ryerson

Johnson as his writing partner after they had

discussed writing technique, and Dent had found

that they both used a similar analyzing and or-

ganizing approach to writing. Even after the

Motion Menace problem. Dent seemed to be satis-

fied with the partnership, as he asked Johnson

to write a fourth Doc. Johnson declined because:

"Ghosting is a dead alley for a writer. It's

hunger writing. I never did any more of it than

I had to when I needed quick money."
ifinucii Kvi.'rson Johnson's involvement with

ugh not with Lester Dent) ended
1 J tory has a sequel of a sort:

when Bantam was preparing to reprint the novels
in 196i|, Johnson, thinking that they were in--

tending to i^date them, tried to get the as-
signment. When told by Bantam that the stories

were to be reprinted unchanged, he was astoimd-
ed as he was, convinced that their "crude pulp-
iness" would never succeed in today's market.

Two: The Lost Kenneth Robeson.

AT about the same time that Lester Dent was
fishing coconuts out of the Caribbean, per-

haps unknown to him, a new Kenneth Robeson was
being apprenticed on Doc Savage. The reason
for this is open to conjecture and the author's
very name has become lost to public knowledge.
About idstj^-^^^Oii author Walter Gibson relates
the foia^ism^see aaecdote:

"We'd have some great meetings whenever
they'd (meaning the Street & Smith writers)
come in to New York. We'd all meet down
at Street £ Smith's. One time we all went
on a tour of Sing Sing and Larry Donovan
was along with me that day. We got delay-
ed and finally had to get Larry out of the

place. John Nanovic was counting noses
and thought maybe he got locked in a cell I

But we got him out all right."

Now It may be that this is just an isolat-
ed instance, or it may be that Laurence Donovan
was just one of those unlucky souls who are for-

ever getting lost or forgotten in life. Which-

ever the case, this man has become "misplaced"

as a Doc Savage author and his work credited to

another. It came about in this way:

IN the second issue of Fred Cook's Bronze

Shadms (12/65), there appeared for the

first time in print, the basic author breakdown
on Doc Savage. Insofar as what was catalogued
in the Street E Smith files (from which this

information was extracted) it was accurate.

(The novels that Dent sub-contracted appeared
under his own name In those files.) This list-

ing, upon which all the Doc Savage indexes of

the past ten years have been based, credited

Laurence Donovan with, the following novels

:

Murder Melody i^m 11/35)

Murder Mirage (#38 1/36)

The Men Who Smiled No More (#41 it/SB)

Haunted Oaean (#43 6/36)

The Black Spot (#40 7/35)

Cold Death (#31 a/36)

Land of Long Juju (#45 1/37)
Mad Eyes (#47 5/37)

He Could Stop the World (#48 7/37)

If only it had been left that way...

For, in the next issue of Bronze Shadows

(2/66.)-, editor Cook ran an update stating that

"It seCTjS tJjit the 'Laurence Donovan' who wrote

t^fse fiji«e B®e, Savage stories is in reality
Sonaan A. aaidser^-."

The Cause of this misconception can be

traced back to a couple of typographical errors

whereby a Horman Daniels story ot two was pub-
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lished under the Donovan byline. One of these
was "Cops Die Hard" {Crime Busters, 2/38), a
Stmy that was transfered from The Whisperer.
£fe 1^jei transference 5 Donovan's name somehow
became attached to the story. Evidently,
whomever was going through the S£S files in
196S happened onto one of these mixups and took
it a face value, which suggested that Laurence
Donovan was a pen name for Norman Daniels.

Although this mistake was an honest one.
it had far-reaching effects. The credit for
those nine novels was modified to read: "Norman
Danberg, writing under the name Laurence Dono-
van" and through the various reprintings of
that listing, from The Hero Pulp Index to Dda
Savage, His Apocalyptic Life, Donovan's name
was eventually discarded as unneccessary decor-
ation, and the credit simply read: "Norman Dan-
berg"{or Daniels). Thus, poor Laurence Donovan,
several years after his death, was reduced to a
pen name and the credit for his Doc Savage nov-
els— not to mention everything he ever wrote in
his life—was transfered to another.

He became the Lost Kenneth Robeson.

A AN so it stood for ten years. No one seem-" to challenge the illogic of why Norman Dan-
iels would write those novels under a pen name
when they were going to be published under the
Robeson name, anyway. Nor did anyone notice
that both Norman D^iels and Laurence Donovan
were listed in !7ie Sere RiXjj Index as having
written separate Dsn Fbwlei? novels in G-Men.
And, most telling of all, there was Halter
Gibson's own statement in Futp ^1 that he
knew a "Larry Donovan" quite well.

This pres-
ent writ^,
though
of the
Shadows state-
ment at the
time, did
notice them,
and I put the
question to
three men who
might know bes-

Walter Gibson,
John Nanovic
and Staii4^e^

Magaaiisfes

editor' Mort
Weisinger all
said the same
thing, but it
was Waisinger
put it most
forceftaiy

:

"I knew Larry Donovan and Norman Daniels
quite well; they both wrote for me. They
were two different men. Daniels' real
name was Danenberg. He was a prolif-
ic hack, occasionally turning out a good
yarn, but most of his product was run-of-
the-mill. Daniels wrote many Phantom Det-
ective, Black Bats and Lone Eagles for me.
Donovan, never. Danovan was a more
creative writer, a good craftsman."

That established, a check into the Street
£ Smith files yielded Donovan's name as the au-
thor' of those nine stories—a distinct shook,
as 1 was only trying to prove that he existed
and hadn't suspected that Daniels might not be
the IT ho.

aopyvigkb 1937 Stmet S Smi-th

THE entanglements of the past aside, Laur-
ence Donovan is clearly the author of the

Doc Savage novels hitherto associated with Nor-
man Daniels. But not much is known about this
man. He began writing for Street £ Smith in
1929, contributing to pulps as diverse as Sport
Story and The Feds. He also wrote for the racy
Spicy Detective Stories and some of the spice
dripped into two of his major pulp series. For
not only did he write Doc Savage, but also The
Skipper and The f/hisperer!

John Nanovic recalls Laurence Donovan;

"Larry Donovan was a writer that 1 picked
up; I don't know where he came from, now
I don't remember. But he did some short
stories and he did The Skipper. He'd go
to the drugstore and have a raw hamburger

- S'lr^/"'' " sandwich: And they would
1© ĵgt him and so forth. He was quite a
e9>smfit&r, but he could write quite well."

Laurence Donovan was the first new Kenneth
Robeson to be hired by Street g Smith and the
reasons for this are unclear. As Lester Dent
seems to have been making no secret of his
boredom with Doc Savage and had already begun
to farm out novels to Ryerson Johnson, Donovan
may have been brought in as a precautionary
measure.

Laurence Donovan's apprenticeship on Doa
lavage strongly resembles Ted Tinsley's draft-
ing into The Shadow a year later in 1936 and a
partial answer may be found in a comparison oftheir work. According to Walter Gibson, Ted
Tinsley was brought into that series in an eff-
ort to experiment with new approaches to the
novels. Tinsley's Shadow stories differ from
faibson s in perhaps three important ways: they
are more modem; they are more violent; and fe-male villains tae wen na' Sbae mild .sex) are
introduced into tte setdea

.
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By comparison, Laurence Donovan's Doc Sav-

age stories differ from those of Lester Dent in

that they are more modern and daring in their

science fiction content; they are more violent;

and female antagonists appear for the first

time, as well.

If Laijrence Donovan's pyrpose was to seed

the Doc Savage series with fresh types of stor-

ies, there are still the unresolved questions;

Why did he produce his entries on such a r-ushed

schedule—one per month--and was Lester Dent

aware of his involvement from the outset? Was

Laurence Donovan being trained ^ the permaiiwit

Kenneth Robeson in the event or 'Lester Beat's

apparently-imminent resignation?

While none of these questions may ever be

satisfactorily resolved, it should be pointed

out that Tinsely was brought into The Shadow

without Halter Gibson's prior knowledge and, as

Dent was in the Caribbean when Donovan got in-

TTOived, he may not have known either. But if

Lester Dent had planned to abandon Doc Savage,

he obviously changed his pdnd upon his return

to Hew York, as he was giv^ a QimtPact in

July, 1935, which raised his- rate ft?*^ $-TOO to

S750 per novel.

Donovan '

f

succeeding no"^

els are more his

own, however,

and they are

well-constructed
and well-written

Dent had no hand

copyright 1935 Street & Smith

I
thesi . far

as is knovm as

Donovan made a

concious effort

to duplicate

"Sent's style.
Despite

that, the Dono-

van Docs carry
their own stamp.

They are more

of plot and gad-

etry. The sci-

ence fiction in

ther le^

trapolation than c-cncoction.. Hhepeas Ue®^&>'

Dent managed to sustain a notfel on ffloe or tw6

feasible inventions, Donovan iseked his stories

LAURENCE DONOVAN was a free-lance writer who wMh as wm'"*f^ gitmiiGJM! as he could fabri-

contibuted regularly to many Street £ Smith cate. Consequently, they lose their in^ct.

maEazines. So for whatever reasons, when the
_

decision was made lo bring in an apprentice Ken- TJ "hat Laurence Donovan lost in impact,

neth Robeson, Donovan, versatile and at hand, D he made up for m ingenuity. His yaWis

was a likely choice. He wrote his first Doc Sav- abound with such terrifying death devices and

age noyel,. Cold Deai^> over most of April, 1935, eerie phenomena as: glowing globes that evap-

b'^iE^jBiia in- anstallaents as he brought in

each week's output for guidance. He then went

ahead and wrote a novel a month for the next

eight months.
Though he never knew it, Donovan's Doc Sav-

age novels were influenced by and owed much to

those of Ryerson Jotmsoci* .J.p.hnspn.'s Ixmd o£
Always-Night, which ccH^^t^S^''^ 'SS-'. WT^S^S^^?^
city lit by a strange "cold light,' "had lust

been published to rave reader reaction when Don-

ovan entered the picture. Donovan, probably

prompted by editorial suggestion, broke Land -of

Always-Night down and reconstituted

first two entries. While Cold Death merely bor-

rows the sold light idea and modifies it into a

death ray. Murder Melody is a "Buck Rogersish"

extention of the subterranean world—called

Subterranae—replete with the kind of scientif-

ic gadgetry more at home in Amazing Stories

than in Doa Savage. This city is illuminated,

not by cold li^it, but by twin solar oolumns--

an image which will later- occur in Doa Savage.

Inexplicably, a female character in Murder Mel-

ody shares the same name—Lanta—with a girl

who appeared in Dent's The Other World (#84

i/nO)—another underground world story.

orate humans; a solar-powered submarine gliding

through a world bereft of electricity; mind

control; human giants; and super cities deep

within the earth and cupped in high mountains.

Of course, Donovan didn't portray Doc Sav-

age and his men with the skill of Lester Dent.

But the variances are minor : Doc ' s eyes are

"flaky gold" and Monk shouts "Howlin' Calamit-

ies;" much too often. He was the second writer

to bequeath golden eyes to Pat Savage. This

was in Murder Mirage and The Blaak Spot, _both

of which were written before The Fantastia Is-

land was published, interestingly enough,

his later The Men Who Smiled ;Vo

Could Stop the World, he mysteriously omits

her eye color

.

Editorial policy seems to have excluded

Donovan fEOm current -eviMits,, however, and he be-

came embroiled iji a tx-idky coatinuity problem

as a result. When Dent introduced Ham's Pet

ape. Chemistry, in Dust of Death (#3510/35),

John Nanovic rushed the novel into print to

test reaction to the character. At that time,

a number of pre-Chemistry Dent tales were still

in stock and Donovan, unaware of the new addi-

tion, left him out of his next stories, just as

' and He
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Lester- Sent began using him in hie next tales.
As it stood, the novels might have been re-
leased at random with Chemistry flickering in
and out of the series, but the canny John Nan-
ovic got around this problem with some juggling.

He cleared the shelves of most of the pre-
Chemistry tales and ran The Metal Mastep (#42
3/36) with a paragraph of his own in Chapter 15
explaining that the ape had been in quarantine,
thus his absence. Though this was Chemistry's
second published appearance, it was his fourth
in the vfritten sequence, as he had appeared in
The Seven Agate Devils (.if37 5/36) and The Mid-
as Man (iHO 8/35). Donovan only became aware
of Chemistry upon reading Dust of r>eath. and
he included him in Land of Long Juju onward.

"^J^
HEN Laurence Donovan closed out his Doa
" r , he did so with a ban^. He

took his twm-towered super city from Murder
Melodv, added elements fi'oni The Monsters (.^IH

4/34) and Bed Snow {§2h 2/35), and gave the
concoction a title designed to out-do The fttlR

r-th (.#12 2/34). The restt!* WaS
3 World, a corker of a tale—

J I ;'rn' nvi'r :'U('(iened with invention.
' r.j::i n.,i|,>pep.f4 tiiat_?ftfi Fmpa§:iio 4s^i?^-

w h ^bout tftat time anil ^novan r>ead
iv. v.'ii i .Yiine time, as we'll see, so did
his iuccK^sor.) You can find Johnson's iguana-
magnifying trick in Chapter 9 of He Could Stop
the World. Donovan reverses the gimmick so
that the "giant" seems to be Pat Savage!

That was in December, 1935. Without break-
ing stride , Donovan plunged immediately into
writing The Skipper and The I'/hispever . He must
have worked like a demon for, between April,
1935 and July, 1937, Laurence Donovan produced
a total of 38 Doc, Skipper and Whisperer nov-
els, as well as a number of shorts for The
Feds, Movie Aation the wrote the whole first
issue) and others. He also moved about quite
a bit, having moved from Flushing to Long Is-
Land on his Doc Savage earnings, and he spent
STrr-^tchcs of tins Cornieticut and Florida. But
beyond revising hi^ Cold Death in March, 1935,
he association vjith Doa Savage was at an end.

Unfortunately, both The Skipper and The
l-fhispeyer endured but a year. Donovan cofftiS-
ued the Skipper shorts in Doa Savage, (no doubt
because Donovan himself was a sailor) but he
abandoned the VJhisperer shorts in favor of tak-
ing over the Pete Rice stories then running in
Wild West Weekly. Not entirely forgetful of
Doc Savage, one of these last, "Murder in Spook
Hole." echoes an earlier Doc title. Spook M&te'

(§28 S/35). By 1939, he has ceased all 6f his
series work and seems to have drifted away from
Street g Smith entirely. Walter Gibson recalls
that Donovan, though a likable guy, was a heavy

drinker who used to become undependable when he
went off on a bender. On one occasion, Donovan
phoned John Nanovic and threatt'netl to -jump from
his hotel window. When Nanovic told him to go
right ahead, Donovan calmed down. This kind of
erratic behavior may have been behind his de-
parture from the compnnv.

During the Forties. Donovan aopearn most
often in the Standarfi i;ro!in i:'. i ni :

, .iini i?i

Speed Deteative, the i l i i
. .,

His only known work o:i iiiir ihi:. i

were a pair of Dan Fowler novels. Murder on lee
(11/42) and Death Stops the Coat (Winter. ISmy
for G-Men. He appears to have been ©n t-Ke ttane'

as a pulp writer. Mort Weismger's comments to
the contrary, he may have written some Black Bat
or Phantom novels after Weisinger left Standard
to edit Superman in 1941.

As the Forties wear on, Laurence Donovan's
name appears less and J.&SS often in the current
pulp magazines and h^^-fto^jfe life after that
time are unknown. He £s gaid to- have died some
twenty years age.

teiyee-; ff^' OhmSs'tmtvizt Ghost.

ALTHOUGH Laurence Donovan has supplanted
Norman Daniels on those nine novels, the

latter is not entirely out of the picture as
yet. In Cheap Thrills, Daniels himself says;
"I wrote G-Men, The Phantom Detective, The Can-
did Camera Kid, The Black Bat, Nick Carter, Doc
Savage. . .I've forgotten how many and their
titles."

Daniels' Doo Savage work in an enigma.
There is no
direct evid-
dence of his
hand in any
Doc Savage
novel . However
that does not
entirely pre-
clude his in-
volvement
there. As The
Motion Menace
proved, Lester
tl«nt was cap-

pletely re-

el. nmg
only the
inal author's

This may
have been the
case with Devil
on the Moofi oopyright 1938 Street ^ Smith
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hunting fever cooled after this.

He did continue to write Doc Savage during

time, but when he returned to New York in

(#58 3/38), which bears a striking resemblance

to a 1959 Norman Daniels entry in the Avengers

paperback series, titled Moon Express. Both

novels concern a medallion-wearing criminal_ who July^ he

dupes his vict

took this opportunity to try new things

By his own estimation, he wrote his two fin

est stories, "Sail" (11/3B) and "Angelfish'

ng that they have Doa Saoage began. Dent had always felt restricted

been transported to the^Moon. In Devil on ^ by being so closely tied to one company and he

Moon, this is used for blackmail purposes

while Moon Express involves a trip-to-the-
.

(12/

The strong similarities between these very 35) for Black Mask d'

unusual novels eliminates coincidence, so it Dent 's first successful -

may be that Herman Daniels wrote a draft of sidered fine writing and

Devil on the Moo" ---hirh Lester Dent rewrote so Mask editor, Joseph T

heavily
On the oti

it could be that Daniel;,

only purloined the eaili

Dent plot. Only

himself, who has

defied tracing, iin

for certain.
Without mor'

evidence, Norman ixim.-. i

cannot be listed

Savage author he

the question of hia wox ,.

.

if any, must rem.jm mi

solved indefinite; I Y . i^u i.

it should be poi

that Mrs. Dent , wim

members the ghosi ,

doesn't recall Ni--' ' u

iels and, further, mere
seems to be no evidence

that Daniels wrote Kick

Carter novels, either, i

may be that his above

statement refers only tc

to the short stories

that he did, indeed,

write for both Doa Sav

age and Sick Carter,

as well as for many
other Street & smith

magazines, and these

of other publishers.

Pour ; The Forfiotten Kenneth RoheBon.

This was

into what he con-

guided by Black

Shaw, in whom Dent found

Daniels remains in the great inspiration and vision. Shortly thereafter,

Shaw's dismissal dealt

BETWEEN Lester Dent and Laurence Donovan,

23 Doc Savage novels were generated in

1935, enough of a backlog that the demand for

new stories slackened dramatically over the

next two years. Lester Dent made good use of

this break. In 1936, he spent the first half

of the year plumbing the waters off Cuba in an

attempt to locate a sunken Spanish galleon re-

puted to hold a two-ton, solid gold table.

Dent failed in this 'wnKire ai«I iJ^rly lost

the Albatvoea to a violait hurricane. His

Dent's new-found sense of

literary worth as cruel a
iiLow as that hurricane,

I which partially inspired
.ns^elfish.") had to his

: -easure hunting hopes.

At about the same time,

i;ont '.jroi-e his first two

novels for Argosy, Hades
(12/5-12/19/36) and HoauS

Focus (5/22-6/5/37). These

were undoubtedly for the

prestige of having his name

in Argosy, a top-rank pulp

ni.Trknt. He r;til1 chafed
lif^hinfl the Kenneth RobesOn
n.iiii.> nr-iu nn 1 cnuii-r Ill.S SX-

Thc 3 Lory is told that

he was in Germany at the end

of his trip when he took a

fancy to travel home by dir-

igible. He promptly booked

passage on the Rindenhurg

,

l^STBS: BBHf AND MORT WEISIMEH but was turned away at the

ABOAW fm BUGEYE, "ALBATROSS" last moment for carrying

too much money on his person. Frantically, he

bought up all the camera equipment he could

find in an effort to absorb the offending funds.

He was too late, however, as the Hindenburg had

taken off by the time he'd returned to the

field. Three days later, on May 6, 1937, the

airship exploded as it approached its mooring

mast at Lakehurst, New Jersey.

Doc Savage never flew a dirigible in any

Lester Dent novel after that time.

Dent returned to La Plata for the rest of

the year, where he wrote the first two Gadget

Han stories for the new £7i*wiie Bueters magazine,

as well as more Doc Savage novels. He wrote
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his last Ai-gosy novel, He-iius Jonss, (11/21/37-
1/1/38) in August and affer that did very little
pulp writing outside of Doq Savage and Crime
msteps. Re may have tried some slick writing
about this time, but none of it ever sold. In
examining his writing during these two slack
years, another theory regarding Laurence Don-
ovan suggests itself: the latter might have
been hired at Dent's request as part of long-
range plar to give Dent free time to try to
crash the slicks.

J T took until 1937 for the last of the 1935
novels to be published and, as Lester Dent

needed only to produce half as many novels in
1936-37 to keep Doo Savage going, one would
think that he'd need no help with his output.
But no sooner had Lauii^ce Donovan written his
last Doc novel, than Lester Dent began grooming
a nnw ghost Writer to take Ryerson Johnson's

_ placi

This new ghost is one whose name has never
been publicly linked to Dos Savage, nor does
any known File or record reflect his work. He
m:eht be r.allec the Forgotten Kenneth Robeson,
yet ne is clearly one of the most important of
the Doc Savage writers for several reasons, and
his rediscovery is of major significance.

rT^ HAT rediscovery is something of a story in
J- Itself. It began in March, 1974, while I

was researching a technical article, "The
Bronze Genius," for The Man Behind Doo Savage.
In the course of this research, I noticed cer-
tain technical errors—descriptions of charac-
ters and equipment— in so-ne of the novels that
suggested a definite pattern indicating a hith-
erto unknown Kenneth Robeson. By this time,
the Ur, Lnal Dsnt used ghosts had been public-
ized m Cnf^Qh Thrills. So, while writing "The
Bronze Genius," I isolated, one by one, a
block of about ten suspect novels.

I then spent a solid, frustrating year ex-
amining these for possible clues that might
lead me to the author's identity. I found no-
thing within the stories themselves and might
never have if I hadn't, at the same time, been
prowling the short stories in Doo Savage for
possible lister Dent yarns under pen names.

I found a story titled "Grease—and Beau-
ty," (10/37) which, ironically, I at first mis-
took for a Dent story because it involved a
gimmick (the innoculation of whales to produce
valuable ambergris) which Dent had used twicem the Doc novels. Spook Bole (i'28 8/35) and
Colors foT Murder (#150 6/UB). This story was
one of a series which ran in the magazine from
1936 to 1939 and concerned a gum-chewing, prov-
erb-spouting business scout named Duke Grant,

who is described thusly:
"He was scarcely five feet tall, but his
shoulders were well over two feet across.
From the shoulders down, he shrank; his
hips were lean, his feet small, making him
look something like an oversize wedge. On
his head was a tall, towering hat—an old-
fashioned type rarely seen. A beaver hat."

I read several Duke Grant stories and de-
cided that the writing style was not Dent's.
As the name attached to these tales was unfam-
iliar, I put the matter aside and went back to
the problem of the suspect novels. In doing
so, I noticed for the first time, a small point
of style in these stories which had previously
escaped me. It registered this time only be-
cause I'd subconciously noticed it in the Duke
Grant stories. It seems that the author in
question insisted upon providing sound effects
like Blum! Blam! and Br-r-r-r-r-r-r! eversrtime
a pistol or Tommy gun went off in one of his
yarns. It was a silly little habit unique to
this writer, but it provided the first link be-
tween D-ake Grant and Doc Savage.

I then went into deeper comparisons of
prose style and the like. Two things came of
this: r definitely established the authorship
of most of my suspect novels and I built, from
those not belonging to this new author, moth-
er block of questionable stories , whi'<^' t Mt-
er would identify, also.

THE Forgotten Kenneth Robeson was a man
named Harold A. Davis.
Those of you now reading that statement

are doubtless experiencing the same hollow
sensation I felt when the first quiet realiza-
tion hit me. Who is Harold A. Davis? After a
year's search, I had the name—but the name
meant nothing to me. It might even have been
a pen name, for all I knew. Who is Harold A.
Davis? My first inkling came quickly, when I
discovered an article titled "The Police Re-
porter in Action" {The Shadou 3/1/43) under
the byline Harold A. Davis, Managing Editor,

Harold A. Davis was real.
That established, I contacted Mrs. Norma

Dent and John Nanovic and, to my surprise,
both remembered Davis and confirmed my dis-
covery. More than that, Mrs. Dent mention«!d
something important. It seems that Davis was
one of Lester Dent's co-workers when the latt-
er was a telegraph operator .an4 naijjtaii^nce
man for the Associated I^risas- in: Ifiilsa,. (3*3^1-

This innocent-sotinding bit of biography
assumes some importance when Lester" Dent's
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adventinto the world of piJlp writing is recall-
ed: Dent was working the night shift for AP on
the Tulaa World in 1929 when he casually not-
iced a fellow worker pounding away at the type-
writer. When Dent inquired, this man replied
that he was writing a magazine story.

Dent laughed.
Then he noticed a sizable check on the

man's desk. As he later wrote to a friend; "1

was overcome by feelings of greed and shock .

"

Dent stopped laughing and started writing. He

sold a story, then aaoiher, and was called to

New York in January, Vi31 to be a contract
writer for Dell

—

Doo Savage would come later.
Now it may have been that the fourth floor

night shift on the Tulsa World was a haven for
fledgling pulp writers, but it seems more prob-
able that Harold Davis was the shadowy figure
in that well-known story. In which case, he

set off an important chain of events that

changed the course of several lives and, if for
no other reason, he must be considered pRe of
the most in^iortant of the Kenneth SdbBsca^.

IF further evidence of Harold Davis' ^J^^""
tance is needed, his impressive list tif

Doc Savage novels should suffice:
The Mental Wizard (#51 3/37)
The Land of Fear (iJ52 6/37)
The Golden Peril (#59 12/37)
The Living Fire Menaae (#61 1/38)
The Mountain Monster (#62 2/38)
The Munitions Master (#67 8/38)
The Green Death (#70 11/38)
Merahante of Disaster (#73 7/39)
The Crimson Serpent (#78 8/39)
The Purple Dragon (#89 9/40)
Devils of the Deep (#94 10/40)

Needless to say, Harold Davis was quite a
success as a ghost writer.

This success is due largely to the fact

that Davis, like Dent and unlike Ryerson John-
son, wrote in the direct, simple style of a
newspaperman. With Johnson, Dent was looking
for a writing partner who could produce a novel
that could be written into his style; but in
Harold Davis, Dent found someone nfes^Qoi^'

write in a credible imitation of' iiis S^ie>

—

and with minimum revision.
Lester Dent introduced Davis to writing

for Street 6 Smith after Davis came fix>m Tulsa
to Hew York in 1932 to work for the New York
Journal American. Davis wrote his first Doc
stories in early 1936 preparatory to Dent's
second treasure-hunting venture. As with John-
son's first attempt. Dent had to revise Davis'

first Doc, The Mentat Wtsdrd, quite heavily.
But his next. The ^aM of Fecce^ he l*£t siA-
stantially untoiwrfwd. a)th sm^ls wei:« submit-

ted simultaneously, and this became the pattern
for many of the Davis submissions. Often, Dent
would walk into the Street £ Smith offices with

two manuscripts under his arm—one of his own

and a Davis

.

WHEN Harold Davis began writing his first
Doc Savage novels, he read the current is-

sues for background. It happened that fhe Ptm-
tastia Island was one of these. As a conse-
quence, The Land of Fear reflects The Fantastia
Island in many ways. Davis picked up on John-
son's interpretation of Doc's eye color—gold-

flecked (or gold-flaked) instead of flake-gold—
and he borrowed Doc's yacht. Seven Seas, which
Johnson had introduced in his novel.

At the same time, Laurence Donovan's Mur-
der Melody and Murder Mirage were nublished and
Davis, unwitting, read these, too. The worst
thing that he picked up from Donovan is Honk's
awful expression , "Howlin' Calamities."

A full year passed between Davis! ^j^st
two and third Doc novels, but that
would be an important one. Evidently, an ed-

itorial decision was made to write a sequel to

The Man of Bronze and Lester Dent didn't feel
like retreading old ground. Instead, he gave
the sequel (and maybe the plot) to Davis.

The Golden Peril, which was selected to be

l!eprinted with The Man of Bronze and The Mon-
sters in the abortive 1943 Doo Savage Annual,
is undoubtedly Davis' most important contrib-
ution to the series. Aside from being a class-
ic and historical novel, it witnessed the end
of the Johnson/Donovan chain of influence and

initiated the Davi:; chain. In order to write

The Golden Per-
il, Davis had
to read The
Man of Bronze,
and from this

he picked up

out-dated des-
criptions of

Doc and his
men. Thus,

once again.

Long Tom is in

the habit of
tugging at his

ears—and John-

ny Littlejohn
goes back to

wearing glasses
instead of his

monocle in all
.s«c,ceedii^

B$vi« stcffiies.,

but his lastl aapyrigkt Streei S Smith
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On his own, Harold Davis seemed uncertain
as to whether Doc's hair was a darker or light-
er bronze than his skin. (It should be darker)
He also created more confusion with Chemistry.
Dent often described the creature as a two-foot
forty-pound ape. However, he sometimes didn't
bother to specify the description apart from
Chemistry's close resemblance to Monk Mayfair,
Davis must have read this comparison and taken
it quite literally. He depicted the ape as a
near-gorilla at over five feet and 250 pounds

—

Honk's specifications!
Curiously, none of the Davis ooveis f^U-

ture Pat Savage.

IF Harold Davis was as prone to err as were
the other auxiliary Kenneth Robesons, he

was something they were not: he was an innovat-
or. He tried (not always with success) to in-
troduce new ideas and gadgets into the series.

With his second entry, Th& Land of Fear,
Davis replaced Doc's carry-all 'vest with an eq-
uipment belt called the "kit." The kit, res-
embling an Army cartridge belt, seemed to have
caught editorial and artistic fancy alike. It
was featured prominently on the cover and in
the interior illustrations for The Living Five
Menace. Davis seems to have gotten the belt
from Dent's The South Pole Terror, which first
featured such a belt, but Davis used it to sup-
plant the usual vest for gadget-toting. After
a few novels, however, Davis abandons the belt.

In Merohanie of Disaster, Davis introduced
infra-red wrist communicators as the equipment
of an enemy spy ring. Later, in The Crimson

Serpent and The

L.OC Jia-^^_gc- ad-
apts them for
his own use.

Davis also
tinkered with a
number of pro-
tective suits
for Doc and his
men. One, cora-

in Ike Land of
Fear and The
Mountrii'

copyright 19S7 Street S Smith

ster. A later
improvement in-
volved the use
of chemical re-
frigerants to
fight intense
heat. When a

thermite fire

destroys a building around DoG and Long Tom
MerahaniB of Disaster, they survive the holo-
caust looking like a pair of animate snowmen,
thanks to these suits. Another variation, a
transparent diving suit, sees action in Devils
of the Deep. These suits were used in conjunc-
tion with concentrated-oiqrgen tablets, something
Davis extrapolated from a chemical featured in
Mystery Under the Sea (#33 2/36). These tab-
lets, which supply oxygen to the user's system
independant of respiration, were the only
Davis innovation that Dent used in his stories.
(See The Sid)marine Myetery; also see "The
Bronze Genius" in The Man Behind Doc Savage for
more on these Davis gadgets.)

In his final two novels, Davis resurrected
some equipment which Dent had not taken advan-
tage of in some time. The Purple Dragon was
the first novel since the classic The Annihil-
isi (#22 12/34) to deal siobstantially with
Doc's Crime College. In it, Davis sets the op-
eration of the College as far back as 1929, and
it might be argued that LesT;er Dent would dis-
agree with that date. The College is never fea-
tured again. Then, in Devils of the Deep,
Doc's 591^ submarine, the Eelldiver, is hauled
mt '&£ dpy-dook for the first time since Death
in Silver (.§20 10/34). Oddly, Davis seems un-
aware of the craft's name. It, too, is never
employed in the series again.

rp HE character of the Harold Davis novels
I- can be broken down into two distinct

types: those, such as The Land of Fear and
The Mountain Monster, which seem to have been
written by Davis from Lester Dent plot outlines
and others that are markedly different from
anything that might be traced back to Lester
Dent. The Munitions Master and Merchants of
Disaster fall into this latter catagory.

Within the D^t-assisted tales, the dif-
ferences between them and pure Dent novels are
not as noticable. The prose lacks the Dent
zip, but is still fast-paced. His character-
izations are off-key, however. His Doc Savage
is more openly gentle, disposed to smiling of-
ten, and is distinctly mellower than Dent's
interpretation. He is also less effective,
often falling into successions of traps. Cur-
iously, he carries a machine pistol despite
the Dent Doc Savage policy against firearms.
(Davis also erroneously describes this weapon
as having its ammo drum mounted above the
breech) Davis' handling of the secondary
characters is equally unsure. He attaches bits
of description to the wrong character and Konk
and Ham especially are depicted as a sappy duo.

But it's Davis' solo efforts that are the
most interesting. The best way to describe
them, perhaps, is to call them off-beat. They
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are highly imaginative, yet overly Tnelodramatic

at the same time.

In spirit, they harken back to the Oper-
ator 5 novels written by Fredrick C. Davis and

one wonders if they raight not have been relat-
ed—or, Tnore probably, if Harold Davis might
not have been a reader of Operator 5. The cora-

Tnon therae here is international conflict and
intrigue on a high scale. The Munitions Mas-
ter, Merchants of Disaster and Devits of the
Deep, especially, are in this pattern. They
all involve would-be world rulers and their
attempts to destroy America by striking at her
military stength with bizarre weapons. In

fact , the oxygen destroyer used in Merahants
of Disaster might have been borrowed from the
earlier Operator 5 novel. The Green Death
Mists (11/34 )

.

THE scope of these novels covers more ter-
ritory than would a Dent story. The Mun-

itions Master-, especially, is daring. In it,

Davis sends the entire world teetering on the
brink of a new World War as a master criminal
sows revolution and destruction in dozens of
nations at once. As is the similar Dsvii'S af
the Deep, Doc Savage is branded an internation-
al crirainal. By contrast, Lester Dent never
dealt with anything greater in. scope than a

revolution, or a war between two countries;
and his Doc Savage was never accused of any-

thing worse than murder

.

IRlile Lester Dent utilized only one main
antagonist per story, Davis' solo efforts fea-

ture at least two in equal partnership, who
often fall to slaughtering each other at nov-
el's end. Unlike Dent's innocuous villains
who mingle unsuspected with the cast of char-
acters, Davis' foes are remote and satanic;
they are also such stock figures of evil as to

be interchangable from novel to novel.
Harold Davis seems to have learned to

write from watching old movie serials. Cliff-
hanger chapter endings abound. In fact, Davis'

yams are sustained, essentially, by a progress-
ion of death traps and escapes intended to ad-
vance the plot. All the cliches are hers:
hero falls off cliff; hero is shot at point-
blank range; hero is shoved into raging furn-
ace; hero's plane crashes with all aboard.
Sometimes, this works well. The Golden Peril
clicks along as smoothly as a freight going

by, just on such devices.
On the other hand, in The Munitione Mae-

tev, the plot is frequently derailed . Doc

always escapes by "some clever trick," but Dav-

is' tricks aren't always that clever and his

repetoire seems limited. Davis' favorite trick

involves killing the hero beyond any shadow of

doubt—then he blithely informs the reader

that the victim
was someone else
disguised as the
hero. This tired
gag recurs
throughout The
Munitions Master
and for an ex-
ample of illogic
and absurdity,
read Chapter 16

where an identity
switch is pulled
in the middle of
a raging fight

in full view of
witnesses!

DESPITE his
failings (or

even because of
them) Harold Dav-
is was a memor-
able Kenneth
i?Qbes<gi, H^.^ Jattagaitistiw writer who
^•Oi^it mm fees*' iSeas 5qEg3; -iffinisual plots into
the series. As a well-traveled crime reporter,
he introduced authentic details about the
Lndrrworld. (The character of crime reporter
Gerald Pettybloom in The Crimson Serpent Davis
may have based upon himself.) Within the Har-
old Davis novels are to be found world dictat-
ors; ainazons; a monster spider; men of living
flame; fiends who reduce their victims to dry
skeletons or suck the oxygen from their lungs;
and a variety of lost lands. There is the deSa
vu of The Golden Peril alongside the atmosph^e
of impending war in Merchants of Diaastev.

All told, the Doc Savage series is far
richer for Harold Davis' contributions to it.

WE don't know the full story of Harold Dav-
is' drafting into Doc Savage but, as Lester

Dent's efforts on behalf of up-and-coming writ-
ers were legendary, he may have sub-contracted
some novels to Davis in order to advance the
fetter's writing career, as well as tis' ^diKse
Dent's work-load.

In any case, Harold Davis clearly enjoyed

his pulp writing. Lester Dent, in turn, also

had a bit of fun with Davis. In two of his
successive novels, Lester Dent left behind an

involved and elaborate clue to Davis' identity:

The Feathered Octopus opens with an atten^t
to capture Doc Savage by a character named "Tob-
ias Weaver," who affects outdated clothes and a
frayed beaver hat. In Dent's next novel. The

Pirate's Ghost, which is submitted on the heels
of two Davis yams, there appears a reference to
a "Harold A. Beaver." In Chapter 11, a gadget
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.
to print out messages from the dead

emits one from Harold A. Beaver, deceased, idw
reveals that his wife has been wrongly ^i^S^-
oned for his murder and he names the true cul-
prit. Of course, like Tobias Weaver, this is
part of a criminal ruse

.

Association is the key to this elaborate
clue: Harold A. Davis; Harold A. Beaver; Tobias
Heaver of the beaver hat—rememb^ Davis' chso?-
acter, Duke Grant, who also wore a beaver h&t?

Lamar, Color-
had extensive news-
ining the Tulsa Wopld
join the staff of the
1932, a year after
In 1935, he became

TJ AROLD A . DAVIS was borntl ado in 1902. He had hai
paper experience before ]oin;
and he quit that paper to jo;
Sew York Nswb Amsrioan
Dent

' s Tiiove to New York
assistant telegraph editor for the flew York
Daily News, where he worked with Alan Hathway.
He remained with that paper for six years, dur-
ing which he wrote the bulk of his pulp fiction
the Duke Grant stories; the Bill Wheeler series
isijrke Ski^P.; a few Skijiper sho)?ts aod many
Qt^S»s. Bjif -hJs gr^*est- w&^fc~his^ ©iewn Doe
Savage novels—was never publicly linked to him.

In 191*0, Davis' pulp writing abruptly
nls of

^"e Deep, in April of that year.
liiter, Alicia Patterson, daughter of the New
York Daily Neus publisher, enticed him. away
from that paper td become mana^Eg editoi' of
the about -to-be-lauii.ched N^ai^y. As Alicia
Patterson's right arm, he organized the paper's
editorial staff and helped plan its format. A
cont^aptarary recalls Harold Davis

:

"A little fellow and mild mannered, he us-
ually wore a green eye shade and seldom
spoke above a whisper. During most of his
working hours in the office, he drank
Scotch out of an ice tea container and he
made no fuss except when he got at the
typewriter to change a story that he didn't
like or to "punch v^" an editorial. Then
there woiild he a bifief i^ttrliag as he fac-
ed^the typewriter, as though a "burst were
being fired by a machine;^. It would
stop abruptly and the. p^w' would be whip-
ped out of the machine, the take done. He
would scan it, make a f^f marks, then
slither noiselessly out to tfaft Gon^Josing-

Davis' tenure as Hewsday's first managing
editor was both brief and trying. He worked
day and night on the paper--and with an increas-
ingly inexperienced staff, as the Draft was ab-
sorbing his best men. His long hours aggravat-
ed his perscmal lifie and in 1943, his wife Dei
divorced him. Davis took a Isave of absence to
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pull himself together. Just before this he
Isad met and fell in love with a mysterious
Chicago model whom Davis referred to only as
"M". When Davis returned to Neweday late in
1943, "M" was constantly on his minded he
spent a small fortune keeping in toue^ with 'her
by phone--a foolish move as Davis had consfiBM:
money problems. Then, the IRS attached Davig'
©hecks for non-payment of back taxes. InunclSt«d.
by problems, Davis resigned in January, 1944^
Alan Hathway, whom Davis had installed as 6.S±y
editor months before, took his place.

Davis' next movements a^^ %s«'a?itHis. Se
remarried within the year, so it might be ass-
umed that he flew to Chicago and married "M-"

by this
.n either
!joined

New

Whatever the case, he had two daughte
marriage, which seemed to have ended
another divorce—or in tragedy. He r
the Daily News, possibly as a foreign
podant, as he turned up later in Moscow.

In 1953, Davis moved to California
become telegraph editor for the Lob Ange
Daily News. He left his daughters behind

.

York. His life, at this point, looked bleak
Then, after only two years, the paper folds,
and Harold Davis is out of a Job.

This must have been the final blow ifr m.
unhappy life for, just months later on January
8, 1955, Harold A. Davis dies of a "liver ail-
ment" in Lop Aiigaies General Hospital. He was
only 52 years old. As a veteran newspaperman,
Harold Davis' obituary was carried by AP, and
Newsday ran it in full. Six paragraphs in
length. It detailed Davis' lohg newspapei- oar-
eer, which has since been effaced by the pass-
age of time. Nowhere in it was there mention
of his pulp writing, the work that has revivedMa naifie so many years after his death.

Five: The Last Ghost.

J
N 1937, the last of the 1935 novels ran
_out, and it happened that the last DonovM

Stories were being released with the first Davis
entries. The result was a fau^ pa.e wherein two
similar yarns. Mad Byes and The Land of Fear



appeared consecutively. Both novels involve
criminals who in^rsonate Doc Savage to further
their own eBds,^ tbs oovftj? of l^mss eouid
be affixed'1»"2fe''£ate^of ?tel^wi«i-^'^sc€ii«n-
ihle difference.

Lester Dent returned to Europe in 1938
with his wife, Korina, and his secretary. The
trip began well. Foresightedly, Dent brought
a stone out of every country they visited to
make a fireplace of them in the house that was
only an idea then. All the while, he dictated
new stories to his secretary every day.

The Dent party happened to be encamped in
Vienna, Austria, when that country was annexed
by Germany. This was in March, 1938, the same
month that Dent wrote Foi-tress of SoHiuds.
They went from there on to Prague, Czechoslo-
vakia, where Dent was questioned by the Nazis
for taking unauthorized photographs—probably
with the equipment purchased during the Binden~
burg misadventure. That was enough for them
and the party scampered back to the States by
way of Germany, Holland and England.

This trip seems to have lasted from Febru-
ary through April, 1938. During this time.
Dent submitted The Giggling Ghosts, Fortress of
Solitude, and The Devil Genghis, and one Davis
novel. The Green Death. An interesting cur-
iousity attendant to Dent's three stories is
that Colonel John Renwick is called Major John
Renwick throughout them'. This lapse is corr-
ected with Mad Mesa (.§71 1/39).

By contrast, 1939 was a quieter year and
and it was then that Lester Dent decided to
settle down permanently in La Plata. Since
1935, he had bean spreading his time about eq-
ually among Miami, New York and La Plata. Car-
acteristically, that year he set a Gadget Han
story, "The Minks and the Weasels" (Crime Bust-
ers 5/39), in La Plata and a Doc novel. The
Evil Gnome, in the nearest city, Kirksville.

Dent proceeded to design and build his
famous House of Gadgets in La Plata, and it's
said that the citizenry would line up in rows
just to see him drive his yellow Packard con-
vertible into a garage that opened automatic-
ally by photo-electric cell! With the start of
a new decade. Dent sold the Albatross and
bought a dairy farm, which he would run for the
rest of his life. His adventuring days were
mainly over and Dent, with his wife, his Great
Dane, Johnny, and innumerable oan^ie&,- s?tJ:lse(d

down for good.

.ng himself up ;THE task of sett
left Dent with

Doc Savage, and his main ghost wi^iter, Harold
Davis, only managed to produce one novel in
1939 ^d two in 19W. A new Kenneth Robeson
was needed.

In his edi-
torial for the
March, 1939 is-
sue of Doa Sav-
age, John Nanovic
related the fol~
lowing story:

"Most of you
have heard
of the New
York World's

copyright 19S9 Street & Smith

. . .Sii

our back
yard, an -J

were rather

interested
in the work,
what would
be iDore nat-
ural that to

place a Doc Savage novel in that locale?
"Armed with plenty of little note cards on
which to take notes; camera with which to
take pictures; and permission to go through
every nook and comer of the Fair grounds,
we set out with Kenneth Robeson to look
over the possibilities. We were given be-
autiful and extensive maps of the entire
grounds; were hoisted high up inside the
Trylon and taken inside the Perisphere.
The perishere is a huge ball which will
seemingly be floating in water; the trylon
is a three-cornered shaft, coming to a
point almost eight hundred feet in the air.
&Hne people, avoiding the big technical
names, merely call it the 'ball and the
bat,' or, if they want to be a bit sarcaS"
tic, they call it the 'eight ball and the
cue stick.' Anyway, there it was, and
there we were, and right in the midst of
our trip, one of the steel workers on the
trylon, in passing comment to us, said,
"This would be a honey of a place for Doc
Savage to get into!" The net result was a
half-hour of enthusiastic talk about Doc
Savage, nothing less than an authographed
copy of the magazine by Kenneth Robeson

—

In actuality, there were two "Kenneth Rob-
sons" along on that tour, Lester Dent (who no
doubt autographed that magazine) and one other.
A new ghost had been chosen and World's Fair
Goblin was to be his first assignment.
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WHEN I established Harold Davis as the main
author of my first list of suspect novels,

I had a couple of stories left over which were
not his. Iri exaii:inirig these, I determined
their esstcntial charaijtei'"!3tics and, to my
surprise discovered others that belonged with
them. It was difficult going as, unlike the
Davis novels, Lester Dent had done extensive
revisions of these; but, in the end, I isolated
a new block of nine novels which I felt confi-
dent was the work of a single unknown author

.

As with Harold Davis, the first link to
this author's true identity came about partial-
ly by accident. At the same time that I estab-
lished through the Street S Smith files tbat
Laurence Donovan was the real author of his
nine novels, I unearthed two peculiar manu-
script tracer cards in Lester Dent's file. The
cards for The Flying Goblin and Bequest of Evit
both had a certain familiar name typed in as

^^r,, Ba^ SlB>t..name had later been X'd

=>!feE,',^R^i~=s^-^^'''^^fi?^M-t^**aW6 was substituted for
' "it and the cards tranferred to the Dent file

,

where they lay lannoticed for thirty-five years.
The two novels in question happened to be

among niy suspect stories and, with this clue,
I needed only to compare the style of this au-
thor's known work to these stories (not as easy
as it may sound) until I has satisfied myself
that this man had written all nine. A year
later, I would uncover two more such stories.

The author's name was William G

THE name of William Bogart is no strange
one to Doc Savage indexes. He is known to

have written three novels during the closing
years of the series. But as these stories are
widely regarded as minor entries and, as Bogart
has been credited with the fewest and least of
the series, he has been given short shrift for
years. It should come as quite as shock, then,
to learn that William Bogart wrote more Doc
Savage novels than any other Kenneth Robeson,
save Lester Dent.

In total, William Bogart wrote fourteen
novels:

World's Mdp ^$in (#75
Bex - (#79 11/39)
3Tie Ar^ry Sfeost (#82 2/40)
The jotted Mm (#85 3/>iO)

The Flying Goblin (#88 7/40)
Tunnel Terr-op (jjso 8/HO)
The Awful Dynasty (#93 11/40)
Bequest of Svil (#97 2/41)
The Magic Forest (#101 4/42)
Fire and lae (#161 7/46)
Death in Little Houses (#164 10/46)
The Disc^pearing Lady (#166 12/46)
Target For Death (#157 1/17)
The Death Lady (#169 2/47)

WILLIAM BOGART was the only ghost writer to
produce two discrete blocks of Doc novels,

one through Lester Dent and the other fop:Street
i. Smith. He was also the last auxilla^ KeSTOiEb
Robeson to remain active, though not tate last
to be brought into the series.

Bogart had been working under John Hanovlc
as an associate editor on Doa Savage and others
through the Thirties. He occupied the Number
Three position in Kanovic's office, just below
the latter's chief assistant, Morris Ogden
Jones, and he wrote frequent short stories on

the side for Doo Savage and The Shadow. Accord-
ing to Walter Gibson, after a number of years
^ff^ing the magazine, Bogart developed a "nat-
ural feel" for the Doc novels and this led to
his initial assignments. It may be that he

wrote some of his early Doc novels from his ed-

itor's desk at Street 6 Smith in 1938 or 1939.

Somewhere about this time, probably spur-

red by his drafting into the Doc series, Bogart
decided to quit his assistant editoral position
and enter into full-time writing. This dec-
ision was met with fsvor and John Nariovic had
hopes of groomine Bogart to .ne a. permanent mem-
ber of his writms starile.

On the surface, William Bogart seemed to
have been all set. His knowledge of the Doa
Savage style ana characters provided him all
the essential background needed to write
World's Favv uooitn and his subsequent novels,
(He'd eveii w .M'li-'T Morv. "World';;

Fair," foi 7) But i hile he

did eventually become part of Nanovic's staff
of \fpi.%^%;a and hxs Doc bavase credits are num-

pressive, his
work on the
series leavo:'!

something to

be desired.
The fact

is that it's
very difficult
to judge Will-
iam Bogart m
terms of h i

Doc Savage work

.

The nine yams
he penned be-
tween 1939 and
1940,. at least,
relied heavily
upon Lester
Dent . Dent
would appear, ta
have dev^G^e4.
the plot, out-
lines for these
stories, titled

irtf • " ^
'

Qopyr^ght IMO Street & Smith
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them, (compare Bogart's The Angry Ghost and The sterjr! Nor is this the last time it's used,
Awf-ul Dynasty with Dent's The Angry Canary and Dent seemed to have started out giving
The Awful Egg.) and revised them, as well. The Bogart his outlines, and then he let him solo
result is a number of gcod~-some very good— for a couple of novels. The Spotted Men and
Doc Savage novels. Bur they are also somewhat Tunnel Terror seem to be pure Bogart—and the
uneven, oweing to the rovisions, and the astute results are disappointing. They are distinctly
reader can discern which chapters are Bogart's fiat pieces of writing. Thereafter, at least
and which belong to Dent. According to I^erson during this phase of Bogart's ghosting. Dent
Johnson, Dent used Bogart as a ghost so frequent- goes back to providing outlines and revising
ly because Bogart didn't try to get too fancy Bogart's prose. Most of the Bogart stories
with his stories, and he always made deadlines. brim with a peculiar Lester Dent concept:

weird phenomena and criminals carrying such

WHEH Bogart began writing Doc Savage, the tags as ghost, goblin, pixie, etc.-
length of the novels had been reduced from Despite his background as an editor on

50-60,000 words to 45,000 words. Working in Ooc Savage, William Bogart displayed a few id-
this limited format, the Bogart stories are iosyncracies of his own. Doc's eyes, according
very light-weight. The pattern of his work was to Bogart, are either a "rich flake-gold" or
set with his first two entries: World's Fair simply "gold"--not too bad, but as often as
Goblin was a fun romp probably written as a not, he describes Doc's hair and skin as gold-
publicity tie-in with the Fair; while Hex, en, too. Further, Monk emits such choice ex-
which involved witches, pixies and haunted pletives as "jeepers!" and "gollywockus 1 " and
houses in Salem, was intended for a special somewhere Bogart got hold of a Davis novel and
Hallowe'en issue. Johnny is again wearing those glasses. As wit3i

Bogart did considerable research for some all of the other authors, these are minor
of his novels: He visited a steel mill for The discrepancies, but their value as indicators of
Spotted Men; a tunnel building project for Tunnel authorship is enormous—if sometimes confusing.
Terror; and background for The Flying Goblin was
gleaned from the legends of his Hudson Valley "ITSTILLIAM BOGART'S pulp writing career began
neighborhood. At the same time, many of his nov- W in 1935 when he sold his first story to
els can be traced back in theme to earlier Dent Thrilting Detective. At that time, he was an
efforts, and many plots and gadgets clearly associate editor under John Kanovic, and he
result from Lester Dent's input. There are many freelanced from that position. His major writ-
examples cf i.hi^, iMi. one is more interesting ing period, however, was between 1938 and 19i*3,

than most. Tn Thi All-White Elf (#98 3/41), when he wrote his Doc Savage novels, some Skip-
a minor myatery develops over a search for a per shorts, and some Danny Garrett stories in

criminal hide- The Sfedow—these last as "Grant Latre..'" He
out on Isle Roy- wrote most of his Doe novels in 1339 and- 1340,
al. Everyone Lester Dent contracting for them during his
hunts for the frequent trips to New York. When Dent returned
island, unaware to Missouri for good in 1940, he ceasnd to sub-
that they should contract novels to Bogart, (or to anyone else,
be looking for a for that matter) although, as we'll see, Bogart
boat called Isle will return to the series in later years.
Royal! Dent in 1941, Bogart moved from Cold Spring,
evidently New York, back to Cincinatti, Ohio, where he
thought this too had previously lived. He continued to write
neat a trick to for Street & Smith and became a lecturer on the
have wasted as short story at the University of Cincinnati,
only part of a His first two hardcover novels. Sands Street
story for, but and Bell on Friday, were published about this
three months time. He continued to write steadily until
after he submits 1343, when the Street S Smith market dried up
The AZl-White due to the war paper-shortage and cancelled
Elf, he handed magazines. Luckily, Walter Gibson got wind of
Bogart the out- an opening in advertising about this time, and
line ror The he mentioned it to John Hanovic. Though the
liagiia.Fomp$^ lattw wasn't_^ter»B8tM» Jw;, jai ^ruiu^.paissed

aXiii:ZiS)S... ttm vm<d: .cm- ter- Scigss^tt .wha msi ssii^tig-is.

Has trick as a xels? truck e^iver in his spars, tlm-
copyright 1940 Street S Smith the central w- Althoueh William Bogart had forsaken his



writing career for advertising, he still had a

few good stories yet in hiTn, as will be relat-

ed. But, by and large, his pulp writing was

at a close by 19'i-3, and he has since faded in-

to obscurity. Little is known of his life,

as little biography ever survives the pulp
writer who toils, quietly and briefly, under
house- and pen-names. We know that he was
bom in Vermont, lived in Boston (He seems to

have had some affection for that city. Hear,

The Angry Ghost and The Disappearing Lady are
laid in Boston) and Cincinnati before his Doc
Savage work. His last known address was in

Louisville, Kentucky, and he may still be liv-
ing. As for the mn, hio^lf^ S^m^&a Jolmson-

recalls just this;

"What kind of guy was Bogart? I didn't
know him so very well. Les introduced me
to him as somebody who was going to write
some Docs for him. A "medium" kind of
guy, is my remaining impression. Undram-
atic, kind of unimaginative I thought

—

but if he did all those Docs I must have

been wrong about that. I really didn't
know him well enough to judge. Quiet,
dependable. Actually, I didn't know Les

had any other ghosts except Bogart and

and Alan Hathway was doing the Whisperer
shorts, the job fell to him.

LAN HATHWAY had only been writing pulp

fiction for five years, and all of that

short stories; so Street £ Smith, remembering

the method of training given Laurence Donovan

prior to his writing of the earlier Whisperer,

decided to apprentice him on Boo Savage first.

If he could handle Boa Savage, he could handle

The Whispevev, they may have reasoned. If not,

Lester Dent could salvage the Doc novels and a

new writer could be found elsewhere.

Hathway 's introduction into the series

worked in Lester Dent's favor, as well. Hath-

way stepped in just as Harold Davis was step-

ping out, and about this time. Dent was scout-

ing around for a replacement. Sometime early

in 1940, Lester Dent approached veteran pulp

writer Edmond Hamilton with an offer to let him

ghost some Doc novels. As Hamilton related in

a letter to Steve Riley:

"I knew Dent only slightly, from meeting

him at writers' gatherings in Hew York.

(He was a wonderful guy!) He had read

Captain Future, and made the suggestion to

me... I was flattered, but had to say I was

too damn busy with Capt, Future to think

of more work."

Six: The New Apprentice.

IN many ways, 1940 was much like 1935 in

terms of the writing that went into Boe
Savage. As in 1935, Lester Dent was very busy
--so busy that he had to abandon both his
Crime Busters series, the Gadget Han and Ed
Stone, in 1939. I- Took as full two years to

publish all of the 1935 manuscripts, and it

wasn't until 12^2 that the last of the thir-
teen Doc novels produced by Lester Dent, Har-
old Davis and William Bogart in 1940 saw print.

Certainly there was no pressing need for more.
Nonetheless, Street S Smith contracted

for els thdi

ih>-

sought out a new Kenneth Robeson since Laur-
ence Donovan, and perhaps for similar reasons.

Try as they might. Street S Smith was un-

able to equal the success of The Shadcw and
Boa Savage. Variants such as Nick Carter, Pete

Riae, and Bill Barnes had modest runs. The im-

iative Skipper and The Whisperer fared no bet-
ter; and even the support of their best writers
couldn't sustain Crime Busters. But in 1939,

The Avenger, an amalgam of the two winners,
showed enough promise that they decided to re-
activate The Whisperer, t\ieTL running as a feature
in The Shadcw. As Laurence Donovan had left,

Dent's offer is hardly surprising, as Cap-

tain Future is strongly derivative of Doc Sav-

age and was, in fact, created by a good friend

of Dent's—Standard editor Mort Weisinger--as

a Doc Savage of the future I It's too bad that

Hamilton re-
fused the re-
quest , as he '

d

no doubt have

turned out
some very in-

teresting Doc

Savage novels

.

However , it

worked out
all right

for Dent

,

as Hathway
seems to have
filled the gap
left by Harold
Davis and, it

turned out

,

worked out
well for
Street S Smith
at the same
time.

Alan aopypighi. 1941 Setter Pubtioations



Hathway wrote only two Doc Savage novels early

in 1940 before being handed The WhispePer, and

he seems to have begun his first Whisperer nov-

el just days after passing in his second Doc.

To say the least, he was found acceptable for

the assignment. He wrote four Whisperers, then
did two more Doc novels. This, either to take

up his slack time while reaction to The Whvsp-

erev was awaited, or because he was originally
contracted to write four Doc novels soA Street

S Smith was too eager to" j^t' 3fe.--^«J»S!»6a' go-

ing—or both. In any case, Alan Hathway's four
entries were

:

The Devil's Playground (i^96 1/41)

The Headless Men (#92 6/41}

The Mindless Monsters (#102 9/41)

The Rustling Death (#103 1/42)

He resumed The Whisperer after his fourth

Doc story. Unfortunately for Street S Smith,

this last attempt to supplement their character

book line was crushed, along with The Avenger
and others, by the war paper-shortage in 1942.

ALAN HATHWAY was employed by the Neu York

Daily Sews at the time he began to write

for Street S Smith in 1935. As noted, he work-

ed with Harold Davis on that paper. They seem

to be close friends and, as is sometimes the

case with fellow writers, their respective

works reflect one another. The character of
the Hathway Doc entries is curious. He managed

to mimic the Lester Dent style with uncanny ab-

ility, but where he doesn't write like Dent,

his prose resembles that of a more polished
Harold Davis I

While there is no evidence that Lester
Dent had any input in the Hathway novels,

there are indications that Davis coached his

friend on these. Consider the duplication in

Davis' The Crimson Serpent and Hathway's The

Devil's Playground. Both novels concern in-

explicable deaths which are revealed to have

been caused by iron maidens designed to leave

their victims with wounds of seemingly super-

natural origin. Clearly, Hathway got the idea

from Davis

.

Hathway's proximity to Davis resulted in

the perpetuation of some of the latter's pec-

uliar touches. Doc's eyes are "gold-flaked;"

Chemistry is over-sized; those oxygen pills

are in evidence; and Hathway, like Davis,

found no use for Pat Savage ii; any of this

yarns. Though Lester Th-,;- '.luI i:-.,Lii'^(;-ied dir-

igibles in his novels ir i'job, har'fjl.d Davis

continued their use in The Green Death and

The Crimson Serpent, and it was in Hathway's

The Headless Men that the last of a proud

line of airships is destroyed.
An innovator as well, HathMayJs moat, in-

teresting imrention was the. r»(a#t>-"^^««ffiii^»-

submersible aopym-aht 1941 Street & Snn-0t

showcased m
The Devil's
Playground.

Alan HaL-.-

reader of Doa
Savage as has
duplication or
the Dent style
shows not onj.y

an ability to

approximate the
prose , but also

to Dent's more
subtle touches

.

Dent's fonaness
for the word
goblin, for ex-

ample . He also
seems to have
lifted character names and even whole Dent para-

graphs to reinforce the similarity. He was un-

doubtedly the most conscientious of the other
Robesons and his plots and characterizations-
were quite solid, as well. He carried much
of this technique into The Whisperer and mod-

ified the magazine into the Doo Savage mold,

whereas It had been a Shadau imitation before.

The Doc Savage novels of Alan Hathway
were well executed. Though not as imaginative

as those of Harold Davis, they are sapfflsiiMS

construction and writing. . In this q^ft*te£.M
tales. Doc Savage encounters an assortment of
masked killers , death rays , robotic supermen

,

and foreign subversives—the latter a staple

by this time. It's ironic that Hathway, who

would have made a perfect ghost writer for Les-

ter Dent, was never employed by Deat;, Igit^
Street S Smith, who foimd other use for ^Si..

CHICAGO bom, Alan Hathway got his start
in journalism during the "Roaring Twenty's''

at the eiEW WRK DAILY NEWS. His pulp

writing career seemed to have been limited to

Street & Smith (as was Davis') and the years

1936 through 1943, and he was a newspaperman
during most of that period. He penned scores

of short stories, including the Keyhole series

which ran in Crime Busters and most of the

Whisperer shorts in The Shadow. In addition,

he did several lead novels for Clues and Myst-

ery. His majca? .cirffidi:^., 3nd ,feia j^sst .worjcj.

were the Doc Sawige ana (flJisp^^ lea4 novels
that he wrote laie Kenneth Robeson and-

Clifford Goodrtdi house names.
While still on the staff of the New York
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I the
latt(

ALAN HATHWAY

on his

absence in
191+3. An
ambitious
staffer
attempted

Davis* position while he was gone and Hathway
got into a violent confrontation with the man,
who iTssipiai as a result. This only delayed
tbe iaevitaiie as far as Harold Davis was con-
cemied and wlran Davis left Nswsday himself, Al-
an Hathway was installed in his place, possibly
at Davis' request, although Hathway was a good
friend of Alicia Patterson, too. Hathway re-
mained with Nmsday until he retired in 1957
and the paper won a Pulitzer Prize in 1951+ un-
der Hathway's managmsnt.

I contacted Alan Hathway in July, 1976.
It was a disappointing experience. Other than
to .sgjr "Tho8.e toys are ancient history and I'm
not '^.1»peste^3' in talking about them" and "I
donH liellev* I ever raet Dent," he refused to
reest3.3. ^anytbisg of his Street S Smith days. He
aie4 on kp^>il 15, 1977 i^^a3M Kta^lM.

Seven: Renaissanae and Sunset.

JUST as it took two years for all the 1935
manuscripts to be published, it wasn't un-

til 1942 that the last of the 1940 output—Bog-
art's fhe Magia Forest and Hathway's The Rust-
ling Death—finally saw print. Lester Dent, as
a consequence, needed only submit eight novels
in 1941, and he renewed his interest in flying
in that year. Also in 1941, he tried to con-
vince a party of his fellow writers to join his
«g).editieffl to Ala^a. Dent wanted to bag a
polai' iJeaaJ. Hot u^easonably, they declined
and the venture never materialized.

Daily News, The next few years were quiet ones. With
Alan Hath^ his dairy fann, the aerial photography service
way often he created out of his fleet of planes and the
pitched in travel restrictions of the War, Lester Dent now
as^makeup writes exclusively for Doa Savage. As a con-
editor dur- sequence of his rededication to the magazine,
ing the he sub-contracts no novels from 1941 to 1945;
early days nor does Street 6 Smith find occasion to draft
at Newsday any new Kenneth Robesons into Doc- Savage.
and Harold This was not a sedate period, however. The
Davis later War paper-shortage hit Street £ Smith badly. By
made him 1943, all but Doa Savage, The ShadcoJ, AstotmA-
city edit- ing^ Deteative Story, Western Story and Love
or. Hath- Stovy Magazine remained of their pulp line. In
way paid the shake-up, many writers and editors found
Davis back themselves out of work.

Among them was John Nanovic, who—whether
or not he "rode herd" as Ryerson Johnson said—
was nonetheless the best editor that Doc Savage
and The Shadow ever had. Office politics had
something to do with Nanovic 's dismissal, as
he had helmed the most consistently successful
pulps in the SSS line. Nanovic then embarked
upon an equally-successful career in advertising
and is today in charge of his own public relat-
tions outfit.

At the same time, writers like William Bog-
art and Ted Tinsley found no market for their
writing under the new regime and they deserted
the field for journalism, advertising and teach-
ing— a migration which would occur on a larger
scale ten years later when the entire pulp
market disintegrated.

Both Lester Dent m& tfeltai*' --S^oit held-,

John Kanovic in high regain and'his leavSng
must have been both a shock and a saii occasiaatr
for them. It was certainly unfortunate fop- £bo
Savage and The Shadou) as their sudden ^t>6p-" In
quality attests.

Charles Moran, who had edited The Wisard
and Sport Story, took over both magazines for
about six months, at the end of which they be-
came digests. The only evidence of his editor-
ial hand was when he retitled the f.irst of the
digest Doc novels. The One-Eyed MysHa, as Ac-
cording to Plan of a One-Eyed Mystic , evidently
reasoning that a longer title would make up for
the smaller magazine —or something like that..

Beginning in December, 1943, William de
Grouchey, a business manager who had been hired
in igi>o to run Street 6, Smith's comic book line,
took over. Although listed as the official ed-
itor, a woman named Babette Rosmond was actual
editor and she, in turn, delegated part of her
work load to a woman sub-editor whose name has
since been lost to history. Mrs. Rosmond seems
to have concentrated upon magazine policy and
building up a new stable of writers for the
back of the magazines, while her assistant seems
to have been given control over the lead Doc
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aopyright 1944 Street & Smith Savage and Shad-

ow novels—with

coTiiical results.
Not knowing

any better, this
assistant allow-
ed a Doc novel

,

The Derelict of
Skull Shoal and

a Shadow, Voodoo

Death, to be
published under
the true auth-

and Walter Gib-

son's joy and
Street & Smith's
embarassment

.

Later , when Dent
submitted The
Pharaoh's Ghost,

this woman,
thinking the
word Pharaoh was

spelled incorrectly, reversed the final vowels

in Pharaoh in the title and throughout the

text. When the proof-reader corrected her, she

stubbornly overrode hiffl, and The Phaeadh'B

Ghost became The Pharoqh'e Gkosi'f

WITH all the strange new faces at Street S

Smith, it was probably just as well that

Lester Dent now lived in La Plata and seldom

dropped into the editorial offiqeg. A£te» the

hectic and friendly days of JoiWi .BasOTfc
his staff, it must have "been a dept^slittg' lilace

by contrast

.

However, in 1946 Lester Dent experienced

something of a renaissance. That year Joseph
T. Shaw reprinted his "Sail" in The Havd-Boiled

Omnibue as an example of one of the finest

stories ever to appear in Black Mask. Appear-

ing in the same collection with Dashiell Ham-

mett and Raymond Chandler seems to have rekind-

led his lost sense of literary worth and he

responded by producing three major mystei>y

novels in that year.

His first hardcover novels , Dead at the

Take-off and Lady to Kill, were published by

Crime Club in 1946. His third novel. Smith is

Dead, appeared inexplicably under the pen name

Harmon Cash in Shadou Mystery, Feb-March, 1947.

It seems to have been reprinted in Great Brit-

ain as Lady So Silent under his own name. While

not enormously successful, they were neverthe-

less a source of pride for Dent. Uis other

Blaok Mask story, "Angelflsh," was reprinted

in Ellery Queen Mystery Magazine in 1947, also.

In order to write these mysteries, Lester

Dent had to take sot

and he turned to hi:

William Bogart, to

Bogart was by then :

e oiT fj'om Doa Savage

for him. As mentioned,

advertising having stopped

las

-iting for SSS in 1943. But, in 1945, he began

to creep back into the pages of The Shadow, the

fiction writer in him apparently refusing to

Lester Dent got Bogart to ghost two novels.

Fire and lae and Death in Little Houses, early

in 1946. That wasn't enough and Dent must have

prevailed upon Babette Rosmond to allow Bogart

to take over the series for a few months. He

then wrote The Disappearing Lady, Target for
Death and The Death Lady for Mrs. Rosmond, aad

his name became attached to those novels in the

Street £ Smith files.

Bogart's Idst five novels are minor murder
mysteries for the most part. But they are inters

easting in the ways they reflect his earlier
work. Just as World's Fair Goblin had an ances-
tor, so does Fire and Iae.lt derives from a

story written under the name Russ Hale, "Turn-

pike to Tokyo," (Doa Savage, 9/43) in that the

Alcan Highway is the setting* There's internal

evidence to suggest that Bogart titled this novel

Target For Death, Dent changed it to Deuces Wild,

and Babette Rosmond junked that for Fire and lae.

His last Doc story carried the same title as his

earlier novel for Mystery, The Death Lady (2/40)

In the same year, 1946, Bogart did some

writing for Ziff-Davis and at least one of his
short novels, "The Crazy Indian" appeared in Mam-
moth Adventure, 11/45 , This story, which con-

cerned a group called Adventurer's Inc., is a

shameless revision of The Magic Forest. Whole

chapters of the earlier Doc novel appear in this

story, with minor revisions. Though the Doc Sav-

age characters all have their names changed, they
are still recognizable. As in The Magic Foreet,
the Crazy Indian turns out to be a boat.

THE years 1946 and 1947 were years of change

in Doa Savage, and this was due largely to

Babette Rosmond and her policies . It ' s rumored

that Lester Dent didn't get along with her very

well and she, in turn, evinced a cavalier at-

titude toward his Doc Savage novels. With the

May, 1945 issue, she shunted the lead novel to

the back of the book in much the same manner as

a parent locking an idiot child in the cellar.

Though she repented that move in April, 1945,

it became increasingly evident that she thought

more of developing her new writing staff than

she did of Lester Dent and Doc Savage.

One of her most frequent contributors was

John D, MacDonald, now well-known for his Trav-

is Magee novels but at that time an up-and-

coming pulp writer. MacDonald began writing in

1946 and that same year he sold a story to Bab-
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oopypigM 194? Sin?eet & Smith ette Rosmond,
whom he descibes
as "A slight,
dar-k, spry g^l
in her twenties,
a very wry pyro-

t'^o years, Mac-
Donald, under
various names

,

had about fifty
stories appear
in Doa Savage
and The Shadou,
often two per

John D.

MacDonald seems
to have been a
favorite of Hrs

,

Rosmond. He was,
of course , a
literate and

highly-skilled writer who exemplified the kind
of writing she wanted to showcase in her maga-
zines. On the other hand, Lester Dent was an
old-line pulp writer who (of all things!) wrote
his stories from a master plot-outline. While
her attitude toward Dent was certainly unfair,
it must be understoood in context. The pulps
were dying by inches during the forties anfl tKe
reading audience,- cynical after another "World
War, was no longer satisfied with pulp fiction
and pulp heroes. They wanted more thought, pol-
ish and realism in their fiction. Babette Ros-
inond perceived this and surrounded herself with
writers who could meet these new demands. She
could hardly get rid of Lester Dent (though Wal-
ter Gibson did quit during her tenure), so she
juggled his novels to make them less conspicuous
and showcased the work of MacDonald and others.

The thrust of her policy was to create a
slick magazine out of a pulp. During 1947,
she moved toward this goal with a vengeance. In
an effort to de-emphasize the pulp portion of
Doa Savage, she re-titled it Doa Savage, Soienae
Deteative with the September issue. {The Shadow
had become Shadow Mystery earlier that year.)
Both magazines became digest-sized, somi-slicks
replete with modern, abstract covers. Mrs. Ros-
mond solved her problem with the lead novels by
instituting a policy whereby each isssue would
feature two lead novels of equal length. The
alternate novel would be a mystery written by
MacDonald or another of her staff. Often these
Other novels got the cover space, but the new
covers were so abstract, it was sometimes hard
to tell.

CONSIDERING this trend, the next near-
development is less surprising that it

seemed inevitable. In Bronze Shadows #3 (2/56)
John MacDonald related the story of how he was
askedto join the ranks of the Kenneth Bobesons:

"In 1947, Babs Rosmond asked me, very cau-
tionslj' and tentatively, if I would like
to try a Doc Savage . I have the vague
memory that Lester Dent was ill at the
time. I do remember that I certainly had
need of the money. I told her that I would
let her know. I got out some of the back
copies of the magazine which I had saved
because they had contained stories by me.

For the first time I read two Doc Savages
all the way through. I did some fretting
and some pacing and finally phoned Babs at

her office at Street S Smith and said that
I could not fault them on the basis of ac-

tion, or moving the people around, but I

just could not bring myself to imitate a

prose style so wooden, so clumsy, so in-
advertantly hilarious that it was like a

parody of the style you might term Early
Comic Book. I said that Doc seemed to me
to be a truly great comic figure, and I

was sorry to let her down , but . .

.

"She said she hadn't really believed that
I would do it , and that in fact she would
have been a little disappointed if I had
given it a try, disappointed in me."

Apparently Lester Dent got well in time to
produce a new novel as there are no Doc stories
written in 1947 which are not his. (Unless
MacDonald Is. off a year and he was asked in

1946, in which case Babette Rosmond might have
turned to him before allowing Bogart to write
those last three entries.) But MacDonald'

s

comments paint a clear picture of the attitudes
of Mrs. Rosmond.

Lester Dent may have chafed under this
tyranny but he, too, preceived the new trends
and during the period Bogart filled in for him,
developed a new approach to his writing that
cleared most (but not all) of the wood-pulp
from his prose . He had always said that the
writing style he used on Doc Savage was one he
developed specially for that series, and, be-
ginning with the hardover novels, he shook free
of that style, which had become second nature
by now. And, with Danger I/ies East 0/'*7), he
wrote the first of the new, "slicV Doo novels.
He also wrote Smith is Dead during this tiiDe

and when the first slick issues of Doc Savage
and Shadow Mystery hit the stands early in 1947

he was represented in both with Smith in Shadaa
Mystery and Danger in Doo Savage,

Under Mrs. Rosmond neither magazine did
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very well, despite her modifications, and both

became bi-monthlies in 1947. As a result, Les-

ter Dent did some more outside work. He dusted

off his Blank Mask character, Oscar Sail, re-

christened hiro Cap'n Most, and wrote a new hard-

cover. Lady Afraid, around him in 1948. Oddly,

Dent reverted to juvenile writing at the same

time with a series of boy's books he wrote for

Grosset S Dunlap under the name John Baine be-

tween 191+7 to 1958. The Riak Bmnt Eteatvonic
Adventure Series has never before been liiii£6<L

with Dent, but he is clearly the author £i£ -fefcia

series about a boy inventor. He seems to Tiave

written all of the novels from #1 fhe Rocket's

Shadow to ^^15 The Blue Ghost Myetepy, wheret^ion

a Hal Goodwin reportedly took over the series.

DURING the latter months of 1947, Babette

RosHiond took a leave of absence. She wrote

adult novels on the side and had a child during

this period. Shortly after her return to

SSS early in 1948, she quit altogether to pursue

her literary career. Formally, she had written

for Unknoum in 1943, and she later became story

editor for Seventeen Magazine.

William de Grouchey assumed full editorial

control at this point and immediately reversed

Mrs. Rosmond's policies. He reinstituted the

old-style Shadow novels and pursuaded Walter

Gibson to return. On the other hand, as Lester

Dent seemed to prefer the modem version of Doc

Savage, de Grouchey allowed him to continue in

that vein.
De Grouchey's term was short, a stop-gap

measure while a new editor was being sought.

The new editor turned put to be another woman,

Daisy Bacon, who had in 1929 turned Street 5

Smith's Love Story into a phenomenal success.

Currently, she was editing Detective Story. Miss

Bacon saw that both magazines were in trouble

and radically restructured them. They were re-

turned to pulp size {she called it the "pre-War

size") with George Rozen covers and ragged edges

—but as quarterlies.
She told Walter Gibson to simply go ahead

and write them as he ' d always done . He did and

produced four 60,000-word novels. But with Les-

ter Dent, it was different: Daisy Bacon wanted

the old Doc Savage back, but Dent didn't want to

revert to adventure/science fiction. They com-

promised and Dent wrote but three novels, each

a painfully short 30,000 words—shorter even

than the 40,C00-word digest novels.

Beyond his dislike for the regression in

format, Dent may have turned in these extremely

short efforts because he was fuming over the

business of the Fall, 1948 issue of Dos Savage.

It seems there wasn't one.

Although the last digest issues of both Dog

Savage and The

Shadow were
published con-

-, gap in

the .

Doa Savage.
While there
a Fall, 1948

issue of The

^ladoW, there

was no compan

Savage

.

WHILE Will

iam de

Grouchey was
still editor, .

April-May, 194S

Lester Dent pen-

novel titled
In Belif Madorma^ and duly submitted it to de

Gro:ucM6y. Shortly afterward, Daisy Bacon en-

tered the picture and, seasoned pulp editor

that she was, saw no future for the abstract

serai-slicks created by Mrs. Rosmond. Unfor-

tunately, her new vision for Doa Savage held

no room for the polished In Bell, Madonna.

Apparently , th&fc^ waS- no" tipiS fot* .Lestei? JMSBt.

to write a si^^aimt#" sebsry--'^i^ perfetps:

balked at the idea long enough, in the hope

she'd have to publish the novel in order to

stay on schedule.

But she didn't. Instead, she outfoxed

Dent. When she put both magazines on a quart-

erly schedule, she did this with the last dig-

est issue of boo Savage, Saienae Detective,

rather than with what would have been the first

pulp issue, Fall, 1948, as she did with The

Shadow, It had to have been one of the slick-

est bits of publishing sleight-of-hand ever

attempted. The differential was such that reg-

ular readers never batted an eye and In Seltp

Madonna went on the shelf ate* i^tm^ ift't^

literary limbo.

As far as can be determined, the only ev-

idci.c'i -.hat the novel ever existed is a man-

uGCilpt tracer card unearthed in the Street &

Smith files. The only clue to its nature lies

in the OT^tie title, which w:as abstrsicted from

Clown: Good madonna, why mournest thou?

Olivia: Good fool, for my brother's death.

Clom: I think his soul is in hell, madonna.

Olivia: I know his soul' is in heaven, fool.
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Cloun: The more fool, madonna, to moura
for your brother's sciiL h?:Ti- in heaven.

If literary research were somehow akin to
genetic engineering, vfhereln an exact replica
of an organism can be reproduced from one of
its cells, we might be able to clone In Hell,
Madonna from the title alone. Wishful thinking,
true, but for now we can only hop- that a copy'
of the manuscript soineday emerges from that
limbo to which it was consigned nearly thirty
years ago.

)AISY BACON stood at the helm of Doc Savag,
for nearly a year. Her intentions were

good, but her timing was bad. The -julp indust-
try had been in trouble since the depression
and had declined sharply since World War 2.
The only pulps which would survive the Fifties
would be those that went to digest size, a move
Street 6 Smith had anticipated in Unfor-
tunately, Daisy Bacon was sailing against the
wind, but in retrospect, we can be sratclLsl to
her for resurrecting The Shadow and Doa Savaqs
of days past, as it enabled both magazines to
leave this world as they had entered it—as
colorful, ragged-edged pulps under their orig-
inal titles.

When the end did come, it was as if a
sword had fallen. In 1949, the last of the
Street S Smith heirs, Gerald Smith, became
president of the firm. The sword-wielder is
unknown i it may have been Smith or Chairman of
the Board, Allen L. Grammer. In any case, it
was the latter who announced in April of that
year that Street S Smith was dropping Deteative
StoT-y, Western Story, Doc Savage and The Shad-
Ob!—leaving Astounding Scienae Fiction the sole
survivor of a long line of pulps. Citing tele-
vision and the fact that readers were tired, of
the pulp format, Grammer saifi the qt^p^'iraa
shifting toward the women's market. As Street
£ Smith was the oldest and most well-respected
|>ulp publisher in the nation, the move made
deadlines.

The next year, Henry W. Ralston, who had
created and guided Doa Savage md others siooe
their inception, retired—aJlfi Stpeet £ SibI;^^,
trough 95 years old in 19it9, woulife't sarvive
pother decade.

Ab5, the i^tSiical "Kenneth Robeson" was

As far- the true Kenneth Robeson, Lester
Drat, he had suffered a heart attache dur-

ijig this time. He had already completed the
final Doc Savage novel

, Up From Earth 's Center,
said- Has recouperating in the hospital when
Padsy Bacon thoughtlessly wired him the cancel-
ation notice. Dent shrugged the news off

with a wry, characteristic comment to the
effect that at least Miss Bacon had waiis^
until he was lying down before sending word.

It may have only been a coincidence that
Dent sent Doc Savage in a traditional descent
into hell in that last story, but a more fitting
finale to the series could hardly have been done.

Though Lester Dent recovered in due course,
he wrote less frequently after that time due to
his business interests and, in part, to a buzz-
saw accident in which he lost portions of two
fingers. In 1958 he managed, finally, to full-
fill his dream o£ having a story printed under
his own name in a national magazine when "Savage
Challenge" was published in tim Satw^U Evming
Post. H6',a^^ia)s®4r«.,ab interest an politics
and was giving thought to running for Congress
in Mi;

But before he could
he decided to make anothe. ,,y Liceaurc
hunting and 1959 found him again off the famil-
iar waters of Florida. There, on the spot
where treasure was later found by others, he
suffered his second heart attack. He was flown
to a KirksvillG, Missouri hosaital where he died
on March 11, lo^q

_

rp HE great irony of history is that a full
-- and complete picture of any series of

events is almost never realized without the
passage of time and the passing of the princi-
pals involved. So it is here. Nearly thirty
years have passed since the cancellation of Doa
Savage and about forty years since the heyday
of the Secret Kenneth Robesons, and only now do
we have a solid structure where only rude sticks
had3 stood before

.

But for most of the men who wrote Doc Sav-
age, this comes too late. Though, thankfully.
Ryerson Johnson is still with us (as is Alan
Hathway), Lester Dent, Laurence Donovan and
Harold A. Davis are not. And the whereabouts
of William G. Bogart are unknown. Were all of
these men living, they would be the recipients
of more attention from their readers than they
would have gotten had their work in the Doc
Savage series been published under their own
names during their own lifetimes. For time and
nostalgia has added a lustre to the pulps, and
a perspective that enables us to fully apprec-
iate them where we took them for granted before.

So let this be a tribute to them, then. The
finest tribute to Doa Savage and the men who
wrote for that magazine possible--the truth. It
may he, t^i^t in distant places , the men who were
Kenneth Robeson know. And alive or dead, for
one reason or another, they are smiling.
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THE Tniende Doc Savage Index, which follows,

marks the first time that the Etoc Savage
novels have been compiled and dated in their
written order with the true author's names

—

where kno«n--properly attached to each novel.

This index owes rnijch {through the courtesy of
Paul Bonner, Jr. of Conde Kast) to the data con-
tained in the Street f. Smith files. Howeveip, it
goes beyond those files with the attributing of
certain novels to W. Syerson Johnson, Harold A.

DaviG "riLLlicim G. Boe.drt. In those cases
where LesLer Dcm: sub-contracted novels. Dent's
own name is included as co-author. This may in-
dicate that he supplied the original concept,
plot outline, revised the manuscript—or all
three. It is assumed that he had some hand in
all novels not contracted from other writers by
Street & Smith itself.

As these aiithor attributions are based up-
on textual analysis by Will Murray, the latter
assumes all responsibility fOT any errors..

This index also includes tSie ovigijkii
les to the Doc Savage novels. According to
John Nanovic, ho oft(?n retitlfd the scripts if

the a.jthor woulc: corno up with a nii'W title after
submission and request a change. When Nanovic
himself vnade the change, he often included the
original title within the page 1 blui^b .as a ges-
ture to the author.

Other times, more practical considerations
dictated a change : The Wizard became The, Golden
Man to avoid conflict with the just-launched mag-
azine, also called The Wizard. When The Green
Cloud was submitted so soon after The Green
Death, it was decided that the titles were too
similar, and so everything green became yellow
in the script, resulting in this line: "The
cloud," Renny said, "is as yellow as a pond
frog."

Beyond submission titles, there were the
working titles, most of which have been lost.
Lester Dent chose the titles to Ryerson John-
son's first two novels frran the following lists,
prepared by the latter:

The Land of Always Night Fantastic Island
The Always-Night Land The Mad Monster
The Malevolent Ool Dungeon of death
The Machiavellian Ool Isle of Evil
Creatures Under the Earth Isle of Dread
Hidden World of lae Island of Dreadful
Four Eye Magia Night
Cold Caverns of Boom

NOT included in the index are the Doc Savage
radio scripts submitted by Lester Deiit in

193it. As far as is known. Dent wmte fetie

following tinti^l.e'tf "spripts:

Scripts #11-15 March 30, 193it

Scripts J26-20 April 27, l-iZH

Scripts j|21-2& May 15, 193U.

Little more is known of this se3?4es>. ^fcte
was broadcast nation-wide from Septen^^ap*-493*

•

to March, 1935. It's possible that Seat- wrote
the first ten scripts as well.

Also not included is the title ot wnat inay

have been an undeveloped Doc Savage novel. It

was rumored that there existed the outline to a
post-f/p From Earth's Center novel titled The Ice
Genius, which Dent may have been working on be-

fore Doa Savage was cancelled. While the
title sounds authentic, the rumor remains
unsubstantiated to this day.

While the submission sequence is an accur-
ate indication of the time of composition of
each novel, it is not perfect. Often, more than
one novel was in progress at once and, as in the
case of the revised novels, they may exist in
two separate drafts, written months apart. Dent
also seenSs to have kept an extra script on h^et i

einer'gencies . The King Maker is a demostS^* *
ble example of this: Although submitted in Jan-
uary, 1934, there is strong internal evidence
for it having been written prior to The Phantom
City (probably in July, 1933) and updated.

Finally, with the piiblication of the Duende
Doc Savage Index, it would appear that all the
authors involved in this series are now known.
This may be true, but it is unprovable.

As discussed earlier, Norman Daniels' inigKt
have been involved in Devil on the Moon. By
the same token, the novel Nepel (#54 10/37),
while in Lester Dent's style, contains a number
of curious schisms in plot and lapses in cont-

inuity, as one would expect in a novel he re-
vised. The evidence for ghosting is very strong
in this novel, but there doesn't seem to be en-
ough tejctual clues to finally determine author'
ship, but a careless draft or editorial tamper-
ing might account for the internal flaws, and
as The Motion Menace attests, Lester Dent was
capable of revising a novel so thoroughly as to
entirely mask original authorship-

Whatever the truth behind Bepet may be, ±t
should be noted that what few shreds exist "toi

support a ghost writer, seem to indicate ioate
the work of Harold A. Davis.

Oweing to the above complexities, if the-lje^-

should be any more ghosts lurking in the pageS
of Doa Savage Magazine, they will probably re-
main undiscovered, unless some hitherto unkncHira".

Kenneth Robeson steps forth to claim" his due-

ftAfts AAAi! ftAAft
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Introdiujtion:

WALTER GIBSOH does not look like a legend.

He projects, rather, the image of a pros-

perous and lately-retired banker who, after a

long career, is at leisure and looking forward

to spending some time with his grandchildren.

He is a bit rotund; his hair is a crisp, un-

shadowed white; his voice is deep and slightly

hoarse; and, though 79, he is strikingly vital.

But his bands give him away; they are never

still. These are the hands of a man whose en-

ergies ana abilities are boundless and will nQt

rest. The same hands that used to emergfi'

bloodied after a day-long stint at the type-

writer, are still nimble enough to performfomi

dazzling feats of magic. The truth is that

Walter Gibson is more than a legend. He is a

legend who, in turn, has created a legend—the

legend of The Shadow.

As with so many legends, Walte3? B. GCbSoB

is something of a mystery. While many of his

accomplishments are well known, much of his

life and background are as dark as The Shadow's

hat. He is a man who has enjoyed the friend-

ships of some of the signal magicians of this

century, men like Houdini, Thursteait Bupi^is^

and Blackstone, But few know that he,, -tecB^^a^,

is considered one of the greatest sleight-of-

hand artists living, and was once a carnival

raagician. While it's a fact that in his pre-

Shadow days, he was a reporter for the Phila-

delphia Ikirth Ameriaan, his radio work is

almost unknown. In addition to plotting the

"Nick Carter" radio series, he wrote and nar-

rated the "Strange" sequence as well. It's no

secret that he scripted Street S Smith's Shadow

Comics, but how many are aware that his was the

brain behind Supev-Magioian, Ghost Breaker's,

Space Western and the "Chip Gardner" stories in

Crime Does Not Pay? As the Maxwell Grant of

The Shadow, he is famous, but the Norgil the

Magician stories he wrote under that name are

long-forgotten. Nor does anyone remember the

short-lived pulp. Fantastic Soience Fiction,

which he edited. Mot to mention the uncounted

books he's authored on subjects as diverse as

magic, crime and even pinochle! Walter Gibson

has written so much, on so many subjects, that

if he isn't the most prolific author of all

time, he's easily the most versatile.

Legends have been built upon much less

than this.

BUT, incredible as all that may seem, Wal-

ter Gibson's reputation derives largely

from what is only a fraction of his total out-

put—his Shadow novels. It's ironic that the

mysterious figure of The Shadow has since be-

qoioe the symbol for both the pulp era and the

hsyday o£ radio drama, while Walter Gibson,

hidden behind the Maxwell Grant name, is only

now becoming publicly associated with the char-

acter he created more than forty years ago.

Happily, he is now being accorded proper

recognition. With the current success of Pyr-

amicl's Shadow reprints, Walter Gibson has ein-

elf^^T^tlt of the shadows., one mi^hi Eay--To^

receive his just due. In the pasL year, he has

been interviewed for countless magazines, news-

papers and radio shows, and on July 5, 1975,

he made what was undoubtedly his first publiq

2 creator of The Shadow at theappearanci
L held in New York's1975 Comic Art Conventit

J^mmodore Hotel,

There, Mr. Gibson spoke on a panel, signed

autographs and related innumerable anecdotes.

Duende was there, in the person of Will Murray

as was (to our surprise and enjoyment) artist

Frank Hamilton, whose interpretation of The

Shadow Mr, Gibson considers the best since the

days of the original Shadow Magazine. We

found Mr, Gibson to be an unusually considerate

and agreeable person and he kindly consented

to an interview. What follows is the end

product of that exchange, impeccably adorned by

Frank Hamilton. We believe it to be the long-

est interview of this kind ever published. It

contains much new information on The Shadow

but. more than that, we feel it captures the

personality and spirit of an amazing gentleman

and author—Walter B. Gibson.

—'Wilt Mupmy



Uuende: I want you to tell me about one of the

turning points of the whole Shadow series: when
Kent Allard was introduced for the first time
as Kent Allard in The Shadm Unmaaks. You'd
been building up suspense for about six years.
iRjose decision was it to completely reveal The
Shadow?
Mr. Gibson: The thing about the Shadow stories
was this: that we were continually trying to
keep ahead of the reader, I would talk with
Nanovic, the editor, and I would make suggest-

i^^t^^mt things that would make the
"'^i^gressive. Well, we always de^-

cided that, at a certain time, we would have
The Shadow reveal his true identity.

Mow, at one time, we had the anniversary
issue— I forget whether that came first or not.
The tenth anniversary issue; we had ten Shadows
on the cover. (The Shadow Unmasks (8/1/37) was
published fipet; the tenth armiversaiy issue
was The Time Master (4/1/41)—Will) We were al-
ways thinking eye-concious . This idea, The Shad-
ow Umasks, had an excellent cover. It was done
almost in comic style, with four panels on the
cover. We figured that would arose interest. So

we suddenly revealed this business of The Shadow
'Coming down in Mexico and so forth.

They followed that through a bit; they
didn't use him much as Allard, just occasional-
ly. But the story that iininedlately followed that
—which many people have overlooked—was one
called The Yellow Band. (8/15/S7)

Now in that, Allard inlinedlately teamed up
with Cranston in Miami and got Cranston to work
with him. And that really .knocked people for a
loop because they were seeing Cranston in two
places at once! See, all these things we turn-
ed to advantage. As soon as we began talking
about "Let's have him unmask," I began to cre-
ate the idea and then I came in, "When he does,
we'll do this... And when we get to the next
One, we'll..." So then we were all set for him
and also set for the follow-up. (Aotually, Mr.
Giiivoi'j c the r^-'-i f.h'--'iomenal memory has triek-
ed hin. In Th- YcJiow Band (8/15/37) the real
Lamont Cranston does not meet Kent Allard. What
he^pened was that Kent Allard was framed for
murder and had to revert hack to the Cranston
pose in order to clear himpp.lf. F,o Tha Sh/j.dm.)

play.

The YeUpv l;icice[i^ = lly, w.is nv ido.-

.

The .

putting a paper bana around the magazine with a
statement that read: "Read. such.-Tand-sach a thing
in this issue." Hell. I went iniro .Eitseet. £-

Smith one day and said, "i got a good. for
you."

"What's that?"
lou know those bands? We could do that

with The Shadow. "

md it costs"Yes, but we've checked :

so much for those slips."
I said: "Not the way I'm going to do it.

We just put a yellow band across it as part of
the cover and it looks like it's got a band a-
round, but it isn't." And I said, "We want to
put a band right across the middle; print it
right onto the back ^d evea^ything, so that it
looks like it's around -fee thing. When they
It, they see this just like the other thing."

"Great!" they said.

J .sai^i- "I**s got to be yellow because themm of the is going to be The Yellow
Band." And so it said, "Read the adventure of
the Yellow Band" and that was printed on the
yellow band. It worked out very well.
Duende

:

Throughout that story you had various
kinds of yellow bands: a rubber band; a hat-
band; a cigar band. That was characteristic of
the Street 6 Smith pulps; they didn't just go
in for a clever story, but the covers were of-
ten very well designed to go with them.
Mr. Gibson: Oh, yes. He had a lot of very good
things like that. You really couldn't go on
with a job like that unless you liked it and
were doing it properly— I mean getting the co-
operation. That's why I hated to get involved
with various other things. I remember talking
with Ed Burkholder. (SSS staff writer— Will)
He and I had an apartment together, down in the
Village for a couple of years. That's the ap~
partment that's supposed to be haunted now, 12
Gay St. Hans Holzer said it's haunted. People
see a man in evening clothes moving in and out.
But that was where I wrote the last Shadow.
And what they're seeing i's L<j-iont Cranston.
They're seeing
what we call
an after-image
psychic pro-
jection, not a

ghost. (It must
have been the
heat of the mo!"-

ent, coupled
with the many
questions I was
trying to ask
Mr. Gibfion. hut
this aside went
i-irjht past me
ij-^z:nout reais-
tervna. Bow-
evert Heme Sot-
zep'a lankee
Ghosts provzded
me w%th further
information.
Tne House -ut

Ion is re- oopyHghi 1937 Street S Smith
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mtedly haunted by an apparition tohic-h aeens to

ansuer to the description of Lamont Cranston:
"I saw the qhost... wearing evening clothes, a
cape, hat and his face somewhat ohsaured by the
shadows of the hallway .. .he was a youngish man
and had sparkling eyes." Mr. Gibson, though a
believer in psychic phenomena, is reportedly
skeptical of ghosts, thus his explanation of
the phantom Cranston as an "after-irmge psychic
projection.

"

In the lore of Tibet, this type of mani-
festation is called a tulpa. Reputedly, a tul-
pa is an unintentional by-product of a power-
fully-conceived idea. Whether or not this phan-
tom Cranston could be termed a. tulpa, by the
time that Walter Gibson had written that last
Shadow novel. The Whispering Eyes, (Sumner, 19-

49) he had put in over 16 nearly-continuous
years writing The Shadow—certainly ample time

to generate a tulpa if the hj^an mind were cap-
able of such 'I feat. Even Lester Dent is sup-

posed to have claimed that he actually sou his
characters walking around after a particularly
intense period of writing. Who knows?— Wilt)

Duende

:

Tell me about that last novel. Were

you aware when you wrote that, that it was to

be the final novel?
Mr. Gibson: Daisy Bacon became editor. Daisy

was a real good editor; she had done a lot of
reading of various detective stories, was a

good buff on Sherlock Holmes and everything.
And she just said, "Go ahead and write them,"
and I did. So, she went and got Rozen back and

he did the covers. I did four of them. And I

said, "Gee, this kind of a deal, in this form
should get—if they push it right and arouse
interest, we'd be right back on a monthly.
Duende

:

Speaking of Rozen, who was,..?
Mr. Gibson: They just decided to quit pulps.
You mean about Rozen?
Duende

:

Yeah. There's some confusion about
Rozen. There was a George Rozen and a Jerome
Rozen; who did the covers during the Thirties?
Did they alternate?
Mr. Gibson: No, no. 1 think just one did it.

(turning to Jim Steranko, who was near) Didn't

just one do The Shadow?
Steranko: George did all the Shadows; Jerome
never did. The interesting thing is, they were

Mr. Gibson: Oh, they were, huh?

Steranko : Yeah. They were twins and I was just

talking to Walter about who he felt was the def-
initive Shadow artist and we're in agreement
that George Rozen was the Shadow artist.

Mr. Gibson: Oh, yes.

Steranko

:

He created the visual imagery that,

you know, went into all of them.

Mr. Gibson: Yes, very close to it.

(Thie aonreeate my statement in tt^t issue *8

Graves Gladney interview that Jerome Rozen did
the covers during the Thirties. I spoke with
Jim Steranko more recently and he reaffirmed
this, citing Jerome Rosen's own statement to

that effect. George Rosen died a couple of
years ago. — Will)
Mr. Gibson: Gladney did some nice covers and
they were in the Shadow tradition. He followed.
He got some unusual—Gladney was good on long-
range scenes. He had that one big picture of a
lighthouse.
Duende

:

with The Shadow in the corner?
Mr. Gibson

:

Yeah.
Duende .- That nas' Shadow Over Alcatraz.
Mr. Gibson: Oh, right.
Duende

:

Getting back to Kent Allard for a min-
ute: For about a year, you had Kent Allard ap-
pear very frequently and Cranston only once or
twice. It looked as if you were phasing Cran-
ston out and, in 1940, you phased Henry Arnaud
out; and Allard appeared, maybe, only a very
feu times in the Forties. Why is this?
Mr. Gibson: Well, that had a lot to do with the

thing that I mentioned in the intar^duction - to
this Crime Club book. (The reprint Mlarder by
Magic £ Mask of Mephisto volume— Will) As soon
as the War hit, I couldn't have any of those
fantastic spy rings or anything because they
were in reality. And we went into whodunits.
Whodunits were fitted perfectly for Cranston a-

round the Cobalt Club and having some- pesiwit^
crime in New York. And we wanted t0 Me "^gpg^

Lane occasionally because of the radio tie-in
and she fitted into stories as long as Cranston
played that debonair part. And so, he was made

to order for that. Also, many people thought of
him (as Cranston) unless they read the Allard
story. That was one difficulty that got worse

and worse as we went along. Somebody would go

back and wouldn't know the story. And you'll

notice in the early issues, there were a lot of
footnotes referring back to all those stories.

We never used to do that later, because it was

impossible to get some of them. So we just

figureij that, a.iaice the people were sold on Cran-

ston, we lasght as well play along with it.

jJuendg; Would you have preferred to retain Al-
lard though the Forties in a fairly frequent

role?
Mr. Gibson: No, I liked the Cranston thing just

as well.
Duende: Did this give it a little more mystery
having Kent Allard fade into the background?
Mr, Gibson: As I look back, one of the reasons

I got a wallop out of writing The Shadow, and

I think people liked reading it, was that we

were always thinking of some way to utilize the

existing devices. So, I had Allard there and

when there was a good reason to use him—or to

iise Cranston and Allard, or any of these things
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—we would use them. So, they all made sense;
though it didn't work for long in The Shadow.

Duende

;

Ah. Why did you phase Henry Arnaud out,
and most of the other identities? (Amattd was
(ipopp^ Death's Premium 1/1/40 when The
^^^S '^^l^yed that -Ldsnt-ity in a ariminal
capaaity, thus destroying that "cover.

"

—Witt)
Mr. Gibson: Henry Arnaud. Well, you see, in
the beginning, he played various forms. He
played a man in one of these Bantam novels. The
Death Tauer, (1/3S) I had him play a man named
Clarendon. And I'm sorry about that in a way,
because that was in- tlis ©aflj Stages; he hadn't
been fully defined as Cranston. We just decid-
ed Clarendon had done his bit in that thing. So
that was it. (The Cranston-tike rote of George
Clarendon was used hut tuioe, in The Death Tow-
er and Hands in the Dark.—Hit)
Duende: And it was the same with Henry Arnaud?
Mp. Gibson: Yeah. Well, Arnaud was a good char-
acter. He played that quite a bit. As it pro-
gressed, he (meaning The Shadow) began to get
to know people . For example , Cardona moved up
from a detective to an inspector. He got to
know Weston. For awhile, there was a substi-
tute for Weston; that was Wainwright Barth.
Then Weston oame back. Hell, as The Shadow had
more and more of these people and niore places
he habituated, there was less reason for him
to go into these other parts. Maybe not exact-
ly less reason, but we had him favor the part
that was best -known to the most readers.

So, it was a natural progression. Crans-
ton had gotten to the point where he fitted in
so well with so many situations, there was no
need to bring any other characters in.
Mr. Gibson: Yeah. . . There's one they missed...
Fritz the janitor. You known, there have been
some questions about Fritz the janitor to the
effect: Why couldn't he (The Shadow) have gotten
all the stuff himself, or picked it up when Car-
dona was reporting to Weston, or something of
that sort? Why did he have to snoop around as
Fritz the janitor? You know, Fritz disappeared
very suddenly from the a.topies.
Duende : (taughter) Yeah.
Mr. Gibson: You know why?
Duende

:

Ko.

Mr. Gibson: Fritz was a member of the Bund.
Fritz was spying down on police headquarters.
Finally, Fritz got deported back to Germany be-
fore the War. That's never been told.
Duende

:

daughter) You heard it here first!
Mr. Gibson: He (The Shadou) was doing a double
spy job. He was covering this; he was covering
the other thing. He was lousing Frits all up,
too! He was taking things that Fritz would have
gotten. (Fritz, whose role as potiae headquart~
ers janitor The Shadow often assumed in ovd&r- tb
eavesdrop on Inspector Joe Cardona and Commis-
sioner Ralph Weston, vanished around 1940. -Will)

Tell me about the constant references to
In The Blaak Master, a vill-

id says The Shadow has no face,
and in two other novels

,

he's unmasked and there's
all sorts of consternation.
Jy. Gibson: That was done
Drimarily to shake up the
readers. The best advice
on writing stories (I got)
was from a man named John
T. Maclntyr« and 1 bet most
people don't know who he is.
But he was a very fine
writer. He wrote some very
good mysteries; he wrote a
series about a detective
called Ashton Kirk. It was
a popular series in the
1900's. His best-known
book was called Steps Go-
'.nj rJO!,ynj which won an in-
t.;rnotional prize and was
a best -seller for quite a
period there

.

Well, I read his books
when I was a kid. 1 was
very enamored of them and
then I met him. So, he
and I got to be good
friends ; and I was writing

The Shadow 'e



hira stuff at the time I started The

Shadow. He was quite pleased to hear I

was knocking these things off. And
John says, "Don't get the stories too
good! Keep within the patterns, what-
ever they are, and stay with it. Don't
try to get the stories too sophisticated

or this or that." Well, 1 did to a de-
gree, but I felt the p^aders were grow-
ing with it. But I alwajra used to use
one angle: Whenever I used unusual
words or something, I often sort of mod-
ified the sentence so that I explained
them as I went along. However, I al-
ways kept John's stuff right in mind.
Well, I was quoting him from some of
the early ones I wrote, and I wrote him
that thing about The Shadow and his
face. "Hhooa! Don't ever do anything
like that," he said. "People will pick
that thing up and what to know what it's
all about." and so forth. And I said:
"That's what it's supposed to do."
"Well," he said, "You always have
trouble back-tracking on things like
that." He says, "Hatch out!"

But John was over-cautious. Well,
sure enough, years later, everybody
reads that and wants to know what it was
all about. Well, the idea was to stir
the reader up. I mean, get the reader
wondering. It accomplished this very
aim, I had sort of a metaphysical an-
swer for it; which could have been that
he had them see something strangely gruesome or
weird, that almost hypnotized them. But I nev-
er had reason to go into a lot of details about
it. I just let it hang a bit.
Duende

:

1 had a theory about it , because on the
cover of The Shadow's Shadom in which one of
these incidents occur, his face is uninasked and
the bottom part of his face Shows—and there
are no lips

!

Mr. Gibson: Yeah,
Duende

:

Do you recall that? I was wonderiog
why that was. I had a theory that during the
War his face had been scarred...
jVi*. Gibson: Yes , that was more or less hinted
at. That he had plastic surgeiy or something,
and if he just took the thing away, it would
look very weird, almost skeletonish. But I nev-
er went into it because I didn't like to get

too much on the gruesome side. But, you remem-
ber in many of the things that would tell how
he would mold his face?
Duende

:

Yeah.

Mr. Gibson: Hell, I frequently figured he was

using a plastic type of thing with which he

would mold it and he had a base that he. worked
on there.

Duende : I'd felt that the plastic surgery would
explain why Kent Allard came back. If he'd been
injured to the point wttei"© he ha4- to use other
identities, as Ksat Ml^ZfS 'ii^aldn ' t look as
he did during the War because of the injuries.
I theorized that his face had been repaired and

then that's why Ki.^nt Allard had returned. How

do you f(;el abouL that idea?
My,. Gibson

:

Yes, 1 had those things in mind. I

mean along that trend. But the thing was, it

was just one of those things we didn't find any
reason to go ahead with. See, one of the points
was : It wasn ' t too long after the War the The
Shadow started; it was ten years after. There'd
been a lot of war aces and things of that sort.
So the idea of giving him a past with the things
he had done over in Germany and moved around
during the War; and that ha could have been in-

jured and there's an almost nebulous mystery
about him... And see, don't forget, too, that
when I finally tgraj? Mie^>_ I i^. ^im> ebpA^j
He could have beeQ ^ l^t at^t^ peopl* dds^eid'

of Allard.

Bueade: Siich as?
JBSP..! g^Sge^.' Hell. I mean he coiiUi- «tili hasre-^

"been a pePson that was roaming aj?ound ^oing spy
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work of that sort.
(Just aa Mr, Gibson relates, during the

fi'i'st three years of The Shadow, he tantalised
the reader with various clues and hints as to
The Shadow's background. Relative to The Shad-
ow's faoe, there are four novels, each spaaed
about a year apart, whiok touch upon this enig-
ma. In the very first novel. The Living Shadow
(4/32), a minor crook tells of seeing The Shad-
ow with his faae obscured by a bandage and linki

him with a famous spy who was wounded in the

face over in France during World War 1. He aon-

jeatures that: "Maybe The Shadow ain't gc- >;-.

faae to speak of." (see Chapter Si) In Tho
Black Master (S/38, Chapter 20), The Shadow is

wmasked and the villain exalaims: "The secret
of The Shadow. At last it is understood! The

man of many faces—with no faae of his own!" He

are not provided with any narrative description
of what he sees. This trick is again exploited
in The Shadow's Shadow ("2/1/33, Chapter 27), and
The Black Falcon (2/1/34, Chapter 22), In the
climax of each story. The Shadow reveals his
face to a particularly vicious criminal, both of
whom about collapse from the shock of what they

see. In each case, the reader is provided with
no clues as to the nature of the horror. Bow-
ever, the cover of The Shadow's Shadow does show
a profile of the urmasked Shadow, and the de-
piction indicates a lower face that is entirely
lipless and dark in color, as if burned or eoar-
red, though the shadow of his collar might aa-
count for this dark area. Also, the Jaw appears
curiously shaped. In any case, after The Black
Falcon, this device is no longer used and when
The Shadow is revealed as Kent Allard, WWl spy
and the Dark Eagle, no mention of a faae wound
is given, Plaetic surgery would seem the ex-
planation. That The Shadow's face had, in some
way, been injured seems undeniable.— Will)

Duende

:

That reminds me. The Shadow is garbed
in a cloak and slouch hat. This is a very fam-

ous figure at the turn of the century—the fig-

ure of an anarchist, usually with the hat and
the cloak, with the "bowling ball" bomb under
the arm. Did you give him that sort of spy out-
fit because he had been a spy, or did that just

! or less came natiur-ally.

1 he could fade in the
.

come naturally?
Mr, Gibson: No; it
The general idea w;

darkness.
1. Because he is dressed as what we

r think of as an old-fashioned spy. "Hiat's

a coincidence then, more or less?
Mr. Gibson: I needed him in black so as he could
fade out and fade off into darker comers,
things of that sort. Then the cloak was also a

big help wheti they would siirround him or sorae-

thte$». Si' -^aet* teacula did a g^ranick like that

Ik the pla^i not' the movie. I saw the play wh^n

view last
that the

2931 I

who read our Graves Gladney intep-
Bsue will recall that I theorized

lined aloak might have been
le worn by Bela Lugosi in the
'.ula. " I also speculated that

the crimson lining might not have been Mr, Gib~
son's idea, but an art director' e, I'm told
that Gibson did not invent the liningt but went
along with the idea.—Mil)
Bystander: Is The Shadow's invisibility an il-
lusion or a power of the mind?
Mr. Gibson: Oh, both. If he wanted to hypnotize
somebody so they couldn't see him, he could do
that. But whenever he had a chance, he'd just
sase away and they'd loitA. and Mis this
blackness sort of fading <S^.
Duende

:

Let me ask you a cotiple of things on a
side issue. When Doc Savage was first created,
did you have anything to d- v;iz'n the creation of
the character?
Mr. Gibson: Doc? Ho, Doc was planned at Street
£ Smith. They were talking about doing an ad-
venture thing to follow along with fkd ^^m.
They were going to start an adventure magazine
if they kept The Shadow once a month. They would
have given me the adventure magazine assignment
after I'd got them a year ahead, and they would-
n't need Shadows for another year. But their
road men took a test on the thing and found to
their surprise that the Shadows were selling
out rapidly during the first two weeks, people
were so eager to get it. And the last two weeks
sales dwindled very heavily. That is, the big
rush was over. So they decided to go twice a
month. Well,
that meant that
they had to have
somebody do the
monthly and they
got Les Dent.
And the reason
that Doo Savage
never went twice
a month was:
They took sur-
veys on it after
the first year
and they found
that its sales
were level. That
though the pe-
ople didn't rush
for it , it had
constant readers
who would pick
it up . I think
it had more of a
hop^skip-and-
Tunp^ than IThe
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Shadow because with The Shades they were afraid

they'd ntiss something—some new twist to The

Shadow—whereas the Doc Savages wer« sort of

single stories; they didn't interlock like The

Shadows. So, a lot of people would forget to

buy their Doa Savac,? imtil th(? thirri or fourth

week. So they nevi.'r' wi-iii iwicf' ri iud wn I'l.n.r

Savage. So Doc's sale was bigger than The

Shadow's—per issue, but not per month.
Duende: But you had something. -bEt do, Hltli -Bhe-Av-

enger, though. Could you tell ua what your input

Mp. Gibson: Both Les and I were called in to

talk with Paul Ernst. But what they really did,

they decided to make a composite of The Shadow

and Doc Savage. So they took agents like I had

and they used a Doc Savage type of story. So, it

was a composite thing; they got Les Dent and my-

self to give advice to Paul Ernst. Les told him

more about how to handle characters; I told him
more about how to handle situations, make chan-

ges of pace. So our angles with him were large-

ly on technique and on the writing thing, rather
than give hiM any -jplote t>eeausa- '»sre cook-

ing the pot with him; they already "had plot

Duende

:

Who created the plots to The Avsnger?
Mr. Gibson

:

He 11 , they just took some revised,

or changed, quite a lot of the old type of plots

and let Ernst come up with others just like we

had. You see, there's one thing I didn't get a

chance to talk about here: and that was that a

lot of the plots could be very simple. They had

a way of taking things like Lo-PYia Boone, or

something, and rehashing them and making a wes-
tern story out of them.

(Off mike, someone asks how Ted Tinsley
to write The Shadow..)

Kf. Gibson: Well, I was way up ahead, you see.

I was six months ahead and they began worrying
about the stories. Everybody began imitating

The Shadow, and they were thinking the sales

were going down. They were up in a tight spot,

Ralston and Nanpvic. Somebody says, "Can't we

change the angle of the stories?" There was a

trend coming to have the stories break apart,

instead of build up. They would already be

built, and it was sort of a different technique.

Well, they would have had to stop me at wf writ-

ing and say, "Change over and give us stories of

this particular type." And they wanted some wo-

men angles in them, too. There had been all

these suggestions that come in. So they decided

the best way to do, was not bother me. 1 was

going and they were satisfied with my stories.

So I said, "Try some other stories out and in-

ject them." And they were afraid—Ralston was a

very smart man—Ralston was afraid that if he

stopped me on my output and tried to experiment,

he was going to lose what they needed. So they

iopyvight 1938 Street S Smith

but

called in Ted
Tinsley. And

Ted was a very
slow writer,

quite a good
= ry

s. So

thev figured

,

.Here, let's get

this guy and we-

'll experiment
through him. " So

they gave him a

contract for
four stories

—

tlig,t was all.

i%:E§B> it^li^' made
it 'f<3MX''<a year.

(To amplify
on this: Halter
Gibson was a
traditional my-
stery writer,
much in the vein
of Conan Doyle. Ted Tinsley, however, was a more
modem writer and a regular contributor to Black
Mask. As a aonsequenae, Tinsley's version of
The Snadow is less awesome and more human. The
"women angles" Were touches of light sex which
Tinsley introduced into the series and Mr Gibson
also experimented with later. These involved
little more than helpless damsels getting their
dresses ripped in the story, and were only light-
ly suggestive. Tnese scenes were often played
up by the cover and intavior ill-ustrators . Else-
where, Mr. Gibson has said that Tinsley was hir-
ed without his knowledge and, prior to that, he
was asked to revise The Salamanders (4/1/S6} in
progress, to conform to this new trend.— Will)

(Off mike, someone asks Mr. Gibson his op-
inion of the many Shadow imitators and if they
weren't "some kind of a rip-off.")

they were just imitations. I

ver had time to bother with any
Without be:ing egotistical,

:sked him one time vhich pitch-
the most. He said, "They all
" (laughter) So all the imi-

like to me. They
were interchangable ; 1 never paid any attention

Duende

:

That's very good, (laughter) The Jimmie
Dale novels: You've been quoted as saying they

influenced The Shadow. They seem to be a prim-

Mr. Gibson: Oh
don't know; I i

of those things.
Babe Ruth--they ;

ers bothered him
look alike to me

tations of The Shadow look ;

le' 5 Is.

Mr. Gibson: They delineated such scenes and

things around New York. But that was about it.

Oh, Jimmie Dale moved around; he was more of a

"Raffles" tj^je. Of course, The Shadow followed
almost every possible pattern, Jimmie Dale had



some good treatraents. See, I had to devise a

lot of things. If I could ever get into this

—

talk about the techniques—I developed one tech-
nique that I never saw anybody else use, but I

got it through neccessity. I woold start off
with a story that was going to be, in a sense, a
whodunit. How, this was early, before I plotted
them so deeply. I began to reach a point where
I said, "Gee, the reader might be onto this.
He's going to knovf that so-and-so is the vill-
ain." So I switched the plot and, all of a sud-
den, I would make that guy the villain, but
breaking loose right there and changing the
whole trend of the story.
Duende: The Third Shadow was like that, wasn't
it?
Mr. Gibson: Yes, you'll find a lot of that in
the early stories. I get quite a kick when I
read them, myself.

rihe Third Shadow 3/15/Z6, involved a mm-
ning battle m-th a fake Shadow who was mmaaked
early in the novel. Two-thirds of the way into
the story, another fake Shadow is introduaed,
who kills the impoeter. The plot breaks dam.
at thie point and the eeaond imposter carries
the story forward to its somtusion. Se: Jimrie
Dale, alias "the Grey Seal." While The Shadow,
himself, does not derive from Frank L, Paokard's
earlier Street 8 Smith hero, the underworld in
which he operated with its soruffy aharaaters
and seedy dens, seems to have been adopted for
The Shadow.—Will)
Mr. Gibson

:

{Referring to a aopy of House of
Ghosts 9/43, which a fan wanted autographed.)
This story, by the way, is unusual.
Duende

:

Dunninger is in it.
Mr. Gibson

:

Yeah. You know aiout what happened
with this guy? I did a book for him, just re-
cently. And do you know ahout my going out to
the coast for him?
Fan: No, I don' t

.

Mp. Gibson: Well, at that time, the Brothers of
Magic were going to present him with a plaque
for a lifetime devoted to magic at the Magic
Castle, and he was going to go out in a wheel-
chair and get on a plane and go in front of all
these people. But he began to get fever, and he
couldn't have said anything. I'd spoken '-or

him some other times, so they got in touch with
me and said could I come out and accept the
plaque for him? So I got there on March Btb.—
it was the night of March 8th. So I sii-^dm HM^
bash at the Magic Castle, accepted the award,
and told them a few facts about Dunninger and
left early. And he died the next day. I got in
one day ahead and I had to pull out of there
two days later and come back and officiate at
the funeral in New Jersey. So I really had a
big weekend there.

(Pans asks -whei: Diomtng^ tel to dp lH-0i

the novel.

)

Mr. Gibson: He figures as a character. I'd like
to reprint that one. He went on some ghost-
hunting expeditions and I knew all about those;
and I'd done some vjriting For him, so we put
him in.

(At this point, the gathering at Jim Ster-
anko's Shadow display broke up and an entourage
aonsisting of Walter Gibson, Jim Steranko, Frank
Hamilton, Will Murray and others repaired to an-
other room where the first annual Shadow Secret
Society Meeting was held. There Mr. Gibson re-
lated the history of The Shadow's fire opal—
whiah aan't be repeated here—and then threw
the floor open to questions.— Will)

Mr. Gibson: I s ! telling something at lunch
downstairs and this should interest you very
much. I was talking about psychic things with
The Shadow concerned. That is, where 1 got pre-
cognition of something. Like that town up in
Maine where I pictured a deputy sheriff pulling
a crime and, at that very time, a deputy sher-
iff was doing it. And there are several incid-
ents like that. I've kept a list of them some-
where. But the one that was great--it raakes you
wonder; I get scientific fiction minded when t
think of this. I begin to wonder about time as
an element. Whether you can't—why shouldn't
you move forward in it and come back? Everybody
goes cold when you tell them that. But if we
get on the train like you're going back to Bos-
ton and I go up the Hudson, I travel at a uniform'
rate of speed, and I watch a whole new thing un-
fold^that maybe didn't exist until I come there

istent as s

as I passei
The only i

I don't sub-
scribe to that
is because I go
over the same
place time a-
gain, so I know
it exists both

it.

bef(

ter. But—why
isn't time that
way? It just is
that we're
traveling
through time at

long to some-
thing~c*,, this
ildR't SJtiSt
and won't exist
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until after we've passed it. But maybe it Aoss

and we're traveling through that like we're

traveling through space. It seems to me to be

prefectly plausible.

Well, I had this one thing that was very

interesting. Mentioning Gladney reminded me

of it. Gladney did a picture with a light-

house and that was the story called Crime Over

Alaatraz. (Aatmtly, it was a George Bosen co-

ver, 22/1/38.—Will) In it, I pictured a fog

coming it through Golden Gate and in it crept

this boat that came and attacked Alcatraz—af-

ter Alcati'd- wai; -nvt?lope^! in the fog— and res-

cued all the pcut^c and io forth. I'd been to

San Francisco years before and I'd seen Golden

Gate, but that was before the bridge was built.

And you could only see the Golden Gate by being

over there. I'd gone over to Presidio, which

is on the channel, and so I was reasonably fam-

iliar (with it). I'd been on ferry boats and I

knew about where Alcatraz lay and so forth. And

I figured it all out, and I pictured this whole

thing coming in through the Golden Gate. I knew

there were fogs, but I'd never seen one roll in.

That is, I didn't think I'd ever seen one. And

I'd figured just how this whole thing was going

to come in and envelope it.

I landed there in 191+7 with Blackstone and,

of all things , they wanted to do a radio talk

and they wanted me on it. I was to talk about

The Shadow. Blackstone was to talk about magic

and I was going to tell them some things about

The Shadow. And we go to this new place called

the Top o' the Mark, which is on top of the

Mark Hopkins Hotel, and it was built so tall

that you could see over the hill and see down

into that whole place, which you never could

from San Francisco before because the hill

blocked your view. While we're sitting there

that afternoon, in comes my fog--right through

the Golden Gate exactly as I described it! It

came right along and enveloped Alcatraz while

we're getting ready and I'm delivering the rad-

io (ialk) about The Shadow and watching this

happen! Now I wonder maybe I saw that and then

had a dream or something of that day and went

back to the time when I wrote the story because

it was so pat!

Steranko: - Dega vu!

Mr. Gibson: Well, I've got to tell you one

story which I think is fantastic. Hasn't any-

thing to do with The Shadow, but it does show

how it fits in with the research stuff. I was

doing a radio show called "Strange" in 1955.

This all had to do with supposed psychic occur-

ences. It was wonderful; I would send in an

oirtlina^ Ulay up the stories, ^n^ it in sp^

tiiB sari^t deptotBi^t hrmk It 4owb bewijse

I tta4 *3 in as the narratof, no less.

Well, this happened and watch how pat this
damn thing is; I still can't get over it, ex-
cept I've had other experiences just as wild.
But this was a peach.

I picked up some old books and found that
in the year 1697, a man named Williaiii Terrace

—

an actor in London—was appearing in a show,
and his understudy had a dream that Terrace was
being stabbed and killed and lying on the flight
of steps. He told people about the dream and
they said, "Oh, don't mention that; that's bad
luck." That very night. Terrace came in. In-
stead of coming in through the stage door, he

came through another way, down a little-used
flight of steps, because he wanted to avoid a

crazed actor—who's named Archer—who was trying
to get money out of him. Archer happened to be
at the stage door, saw him come down those
steps, rushed through and stabbed him repeatedly
and killed him on those steps. And the man that
had the dream came in and was the man that had
to rush and summon aid from the hospital—and
the whole thing came exactly true.

All right, I read this. Now usually I

didn't check these things much beyond that if
I had a couple of books—these were pretty reli-
able books. Well, I had a hunch. I said: "I'm
going to go down and find this thing out, I'm
going to follow this and see; there's one flaw
in this." You read a story like that and then
you find the man had a dream and talked about
it three weeks later. So, this is a fictionous
thing; what verification do we have of that?
So I went to the Hew York Public Library—the
newspaper room—and I got the London Times for
that date. And, sure enough, there was a de-
tailed story in which it said: "A most remark-
able thing was the dream had by Mr. So-and-so."
And hing!-. it proved the whole thing. Now there
I normally would have quit. But I said: "How
I'm going to go through the London Times for
other things." So I followed through by the in-
dex and I followed the trial. Well, what I

learned from the trial was what everybody else
had said: that Archer was adjudged insane and
that was the end of it. But, in the course of
the trial, a man came up who was not in any
story before; ,ind that was Thomas Terrace, the
seventeen year old son of William Terrace, who
testified that this Archer bad acted crazily,
and everything else. And it was upon his first
hand testimony that Archer was judged insane,
and he seemed to be very close to the thing. So
I made a note that this was the one thing I dis-
covered: about this Thomas Terrace.

I come back and tell my wife I had a good
day on this thing and I said, "You know, Hyer

of'-h-is dam^bakes ^^Asar *«3:afe£t-i." AnS I
said, "Let's drive out." Well, we didn't like



driving out, especially on a hot day, except I

said, "Well after all, they're out there now.
We've got to show there sometime, and we don't
want to wait til next year. So let's go." So
we went. And we did this on a whim; we refused
every other one. We get there and there's about there
sixty or seventy people spread all over the
place, having hamburgers and so forth, and I

happened to run into a fellow named Frank Clin-
ton, a magician. He grahbed me. He said: "I'vi
been listening to that program of yours called
"Strange" and where in the world do you get
these ideas?" I said, "I dig for them. It's a
crazy thing; I did quite some digging today."
And I told him about this case. "Want to hear
about it?" And he said, "Yes, tell me." So I

told him exactly how I did it and so forth. And
when 1 said

psycho-magnetic force or psycho-proxiraity. It
seems to me that when you're really after some-
thing and you want to learn about it, something
begins drawing you like an attraction. I mean,
this is possible; it's plausible. Assuming that

something behind :

only explanation. And he gave
wanted to know.
Steranko: That ' s a story for
itself, as a matter of fact.

Gtbeon

:

Yes, it was terrific,

about the
every detail I

"Thomas Ter-
race," he said,
"Thomas. .

.

there's a fel-
low named Tom-
my Terrace here.
He's an old-
timer ; he ' s

from the Lion's
Club—over
there." I walk-
ed up and said,
"Was your fath-
er William Ter-

said, "Yes."
And he gave me

a play-by-play
description of
the thing! And
its had been
ibom in 1880,
this was in

1887 it happen

-

ed--this was in

1955! And I

find the only
living witness
whom I alone
knew about be-

the only per-
son who follow-
ed it that very
morning; and
'l^ere he is!

^d then he

covers every-
thing.

Well, I

call that what
you might call

(If Mr. GibBon's explanation of his exper-
ience Bounds a bit far-fetahed, the phcnorrienon
he deearibes is a very' real one. FroTn personal
experience, I submit that most of the contents
of this issue—this interview included—are the
result of that mysterious "attraction."—i/ill)

Fan: It was
theorized in an

i^sne e^f

^riginaTi Fl&sht'-s-

artist actually
dreamed all of
the adventures
of the Flash
and got up the

and wrote them
down. And that
his dreams were
really reflec-

other planet.

Another "if"
universe going
on at the same

another plan-
,
The Shadow

fleeting about

Gibson:
Hell, let me
tell you: I

wrote a book
about dreams

,

you know. It

wasn't a bad
book, but I'd
love to do a
bigger one.
But I like that
famous Chinese



philosopher who dreamed he was a butterfly. He

woke up and said the dream was so realistic
that, ever since, he's been wondering whether
he was a man who was drearaing that he was a

butterfly—or whether he was a butterfly who

was dreaming he was a man! I think that so

wraps it up. But these strange things corae out.

Duende

:

Mr. Gibson.
Mr. Gibson : Yes.

Duende

:

I wonder, as a writer and as a human
being, you've created one of the most recogniz-
ed characters in all of literature. How do you
feel as a human being, as a man, about having
created this character who is so well known.
Mr. Gibson

:

I feel very good about it. Yeah.
But for quite a while, I felt somewhat frustrat-
ed with it because I never was really properly
r^-icognized. I feel glad now because it's get-
ting the recognition it deserves. And I've al-
ways admired people who were coming up with
characters of that type. As I say, I always
liked Sherlock Holmes. I was curious to tiiinJ?

that Conan Doyle wanted to get away from
lock Holmes. You know, I met Conan Doyle. We
were at the Society of American Magicians back
around 1924 and Doyle was there and put on a

showing of his picture, "The Lost World." He,

at that time, was great friends with Houdini
because, while they were in opposite camps, he
knew that Houdini was sincere m his disbelief
in spiritualism. So they batted it back and
forth and, of course. Do

re 11 I

I k

becai

the Philadelphia Assembl
knew I was a newspaperman ana tnai I'li pusii

stories about him. And so, Houdini introduced
me to Doyle. I chatted with him and told him
how much I admired Sherlock Holmes and so forth.
He was very cordial but he was morie interested
in "The Lost World" than he was in Sherlock
Holmes by then.

He did a story, you know, called The Land
of Mist. He took Professor Challenger, the man
who was so important in The Lost World, and
Professor Challenger got converted to spiritual-
ism. He went to seances to prove they were all
phoney and wound up as a believer. It's got ex-
orcism in it, and it's quite a worthwhile book
getting to read, just to see how he went. But
anyhow, that meeting Doyle shaped me a little
bit.

I also got to know quite well Arthur B.

Reeve. How he was the man who did Craig Ken-

nedy. That was ^ verv interestinp series. I

don't know how many of you are familiar with the

very-good niagaziiies like fhe- AmeTima. All lia4

the same pattern. And that was, at the finish-
—it was a sort of an Erie Stanley Gardner fin-
ish except that these were short stories—always
Craig Kennedy would bring all the suspects up
to his laboratory and then would start showing
pictures and things. "Aha! By the such-and-
such a process, we proved that the poison was
here," and all this business. But we thought
it was terrific because the guy had such a de-
taled knowledge. Well, we found out later that
he just made up the things! And he did was
whack in a new process! I think I may have
learned that before I started doing The Shadorj,

But he was a very likable guy.
(Arthia- B. Reeve's Craig Kennedy stories

were very popular betmen 1910 and 1935 and
en.ioyea the^r greatest notev^ety dun^ng the
Ti3enti.es. Mr, Reeve- may hca?e heea &ll btuff,
hut he was good it-^S^. i^'^s^t^ in SB a
consultant duisi^' -'^m Xtim^^^ ?e£c&ii^ .aaee—
Will)

tit^& Has -^^fHS X- 'fim eiob .ea
torn witlt RolHDw, i&ose atofif I ai«^» ade
mired. Blackstone and I were m New York and
we hit a b.A.M. meeting and Al Altman was thei^ife

--who was with MGM. They were running a Sax
Rohmer picture, and Rohmer got bored with the
meeting and wanted to go out. So we all went
out and then we found a speakeasy and spent most
of the night there. And he was very good com-
pany. (This encounter would seem to have ocota^
ed in the Autumn of 1932, during one of Bohner's
ooc-asional trips to New York. The picture in
question is MGM's "The Mask of Fu Manchu" which
starred Boris Karloff. See pages 209 and 214

of the Rohmer biography. Master of Villainy by
Cay Van Ask and
Elizabeth Sax
Rohmer. Rohmer.
like Mr.

was also a i

friend of Harm
Roudini.—W-Lll)
Steranko : Walt-

^THii iabsst or the
'

SACRED

er, could you
tell the

about th
il"s Whi
That's s

we're getting
into Arthur B.

Reeve . They

Ihil^ were
moi?e txc less



concocted in Ths Shadow. But you do put two
substances on your fingers and snap them, and it

goes off like a report . Magicians were doing it

as an opening stunt. When they wanted soinething

to appear, instead of taking a pistol, you go
like that. (Slapping his hands together) Well,
you weren't supposed to use much of the stuff
and a fellow named Paine, who had the Chicago
Magic Con5)any. . . He operated it as a mail order
business right frcm his office, he was an ac-
countant. Somebody found where the offices
were and came up and wanted to buy some things.
Well, Paine was very annoyed: he didn't like to
do that. But he said, "Alright, give him the
things." So, of all things, the guy wants to
buy this "Devil's Whisper." So Pcijj(^» .Sfho did-
n't know anything about it, just Cfprawd it Ug:

and there were instuctions in it. The fellow
wanted to see how it was done. So Paine sticks
too much on and goes bang! and blew his hand
off, knocked himself unconcious, and stuns the
other guy, practically, and wrecked the place.
So when we said the thing was potent, it really
was! I don't know what the two ingrediants

Steranko: But you had The Shadow use it.

Mr. Gibson : 1 had The Shadow use ii
,
you

know, and many times he'd have his gloves
off and somebody would hold him up and
he'd come up with his fingers like this
(Se va-iesB his hands above hia head) and
when he got like that, he did the snap,
and the guy was staggered by this sudden
explosion. I put the firing wand, too,
in that Miwder by Magio. (7/15) Magicians
used that thing many years ago. That's a
wand that fires like a pistol. Dunninger
SBed to have one. Instead of making some-
thing vanish by aiming and firing the pis-
tol, you'd swing the wand at it and hang!
there's a big explosion from the wand like

murder done with
L that hardcover

PiT. Gibson: Well, let'; see... I'm trying to

a pistol shot. I had
it in Mio'der by Magio
book.

Stemnko: Have you e- ' actually thought
about The Shadow as being a magician him-
self? He used many, many magic techniques.
Did that ever occur to you—that he dab-
bled in magic?
Mt. Gibson: I could never imagine him do-

ing a show. Although I said to my wife
the' CftSp* etay, "Maybe we should put out a

book with The Shadow doing card tricks!"
Dusnde

:

Mr. Gibson, you stated in the Dov-
er introduction to The Shadow that a number
of the Chinatown novels in "The Shadm were
written in a block and released at inter-
vals. Could you tell me roiighly which nov-
els they were, say the beginning and end

novels!

think if I really did them that closely in
block. I mean I didn't exactly convey that idea.

When I was on a couple of them, I would work the
same material in. I may have had to stagger the

actual writing. But I would go down to China-
town and gel data and things of that sort. All
the other writers thought I knew all about China-
town, which I didn't, and they would come to
town—Les Dent and Frank Gruber and their wives
—and we'd all go down to some Chinese restaur-
ant and then fool around the shops and things of

that sort.
But I'll tell you what were written togeth-

er. That was the whole series of English novels.

T5ve.re was a haunted castie; there was the= Zenija

a&«el; and there were t«o <is?'-^B0%^ 'odsess at
that time. What I did, I had just gotten back
from Florida and I was going to start on those,

and I got an attack of Lumbago—oh boy, was that

miserable!—and i just sat around. Could hardly
move, and so I got all this data that I had on

England and London and Paris, and I just worked
on that and made notes galore. Then I wrote the

"TEE DEVIL'S WHISPER"
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stories one after the other. So I must have

done three or four right there. Then we stag-

gered them and dated thera ahead. But that was

what we usually would do, being six months

ahead. (The three novels in question weiv The

London CriraeSi 9/IS/3S; Zemba, and

Castle of Doom, l/lS/36, all of which were

written in May and Jwie, 2935. — Will)

Member of the Atidienoe : Mr. Gibson, is there

any unpublished Shadow material, a story you
started and never finished?

Mr. Gibson: No, hardly not. But there is some-

thing, though, that I've got to get into action

quite soon, and I found them, fortunately. I

made a synopsis on each of the stories. I ac-

tually did the typing of at least five thousand

extra words of every story in the form of a

synopsis.
I would do three things: background; an

outline; and a synopsis. Kow the background

said: The story opens at about the time when so-

and-so, the nephew—whom we mentioned in the

background—happens to come home at this part-

icular time. So after John (editor John Nano-

vic) had read the background, why this made

sense. So then I would tell what went on with

the story. That was easier for Ralston to read.

Then I would make a complete breakdown, chapter

by chapter, and I got so those things were ex-

act. Sometimes I would call John and say I was

going to get rid of such-and-such a character

and switch this thing that way. And he'd okay

it while the story was in progress. But orig-

inally I had trouble with that and I had to do

lots of changes, and I cluttered up with too

many characters. Well, T would have these syn-

opses absolutely licked and that formula would

take me three or four days. That was why some-

times I sped up on the writing of the stories.

But the stories from then were duck soup.

How Les Dent didn't work that way. Les

Dent wrote a very breezy outline because his

stories weren't as complex. He would bring in

different things that happened but, every now

and then, he'd find himself out on a limb. Some-

thing that he'd figured on wasn't jelling well

enough; he had to beef up the story at some

part. So Les used to have his troubles during

the stories; But I never did. I think that's

one reason I was very happy at doing the work;

I never had anything in the way of a hitch.

Hell, naturally I don't have any old Shadow

manuscripts; they ail went to Street £ Smith.

God knows what became of them. I didn't even

keep the carbons because I used crummy carbon

paper and threw that out because after the story

was printed, I didn't need it. But I forgot the

synopses; John used to send them b^ick to me. So

I came across a bundle of them a year- or so ago.

In fact, I had the one on the Mardi Gras murders
(Mask of Mephieto) . I had picked that because

I thought they might want to run some of it in

the book, but they didn't. Now the funny thing,

even before the comic came in, when I was work-
ing up in Maine some of the kids—my cousin's
children and so forth—came in and latched on to

some of these. One of the kids, who was a very

smart kid, said: "Why don't you publish these in

instead of the stories?" They moved in the pres-

ent tense. "So-and-so is sitting in his chair,

looking out at this." Well, they were very much
like a comic. You'd be surprised when you read

them. Here was the cast of characters and they
flowed like a comic. So when I did the comic

strips based on The Shadow, (For S8E) it was re-

ally chopping down, like those synopses. So I

have some of these, and I think they'd be very

interesting. I think I had a few iegimiings of

some things that I didn't pubiis*;~tl«t we never
went ahead with.

Steranko: Walter, have you ever thou^t siMmt
doing a straight novel, a straight mainstrecKi

novel? Without magicians, without crirae, with-
out The Shadow?
Mr. Gibson: Well, sometimes. But it's hard imt
to tee off. If I really had something that was

so overpowering I ' d want to do it , wl^ I wtajld.

But I got into the hafait with The Shaaon .^staiff—

o£ cowse, I did those Norgil the MaglciEOi s£6e^

ies. (For Crime Busters, 1937-1940.—Will)
Steranko : And Oldinl, too.

Mr. Gibson : Ardin i

.

Steranko : Ardini.

Mr. Gibson : We were going to call him 01dini,but

it turned out there was an Oldini the .iK^ioiai.

Steranko : Yeah, I knew that-; I dreamt it last

Duende : ^fere did those stories appear, the Our-

Ardini stories?
Mr. Gibson : They were published by Current Det-

ective. What it was, I'd sold the things to

Julian Proskauer, the editor for Vital Publica-

tions. He was going in for papei4>acks, and thea
changed his mind. But he'd already bought those ,

stories, I'd done two of them. One was a mind-

reading detective and the other was a magician

detective. The mind-reading detective was pat-

terned on Dimninger, So I was going to follow

through with more stories than those two. But

after the War paper conditions were changing.

But he paid for them, so he sold them to Cuxvent

Detective, who published them. And then I never
went on with any others. So I've got them now.

I can renew the copyright and I'd like to re-

publish them. They both make good stories.

There was an ftpdini—Ardini was the magician—
and Dunninger was named Valdar, the tuan was



called Valdor.
It was very good Dunninger stuff; I went to

one of Dunninger's shows, and Dunninger finished
up the show with telling what was in a steel
box that had been embedded in concrete , And
they had to brealc the thing open during the ra-
dio show and identify the objects. They began
to have trouble breaking it up and they just
got it broken up before they went off the air.
But, in the studios, they had funny little slid-
ing seats that would come out and, as you get
up, it would slide out and then slide back in
on roller bearings so that people could walk by
you. Very modern.

So I did the start of this story and based
It directly on that radio thing, and Dunninger
got a big wallop out of it because he recognized
the thing that happened. And as he smashed the
thing open, I described the thing exactly, ex-
cept I chose what the articles were to be.' One
of the articles was an obsidiam knife used by
the^old Aztecs. They used those things for sac-
rifices. So Valdor said, "Here we have an Egypt
Egyptian scarab, and here we have this, and here
we have the obsidian knife." Just then, Mng!
they're off the air. So he starts to bring it
out and he doesn't bring it out. So afterwards
they said, "Gee, why didn't you bring it out at
the last moment?" He said, "Because it wasn't
there;"^ "What?" "Well, all those things were
sealed in this thing before this was cemented.
Somebody boo-booed. There you are: there's
the box and the thing wasn't there

-

Just then gemiebaay sai^, "Hush, don't talk

about this thing too much. There's a guy still
slttinc out there and he nipht be listening in.
He s asleep, and they go ever and shake him.
He's dead with the obsidian knife in the middle
of his back! That was the opening of the story.
He got it from the damned seat; they had it
planted, and when he got in that seat and slid
back, whionp! it got him.
Steranko: Gentlemen, I'm sorry to interrupt,
but Hr. Gibson must catch a train. So Will Mur-
ray is going to take over the meeting; there's
a couple of things he wants to discuss. But I
must get Mr, Gibson on that train. So, I don't
know about the rest of you, but I sure apprec-
iate the time and trouble he's taken to come
up here and talk to us. (Anplause)
Mr. Gibson: Thanks again. I feel like Rip Van
Winkle. I'm up in those Catskills, you know,
where he went to sleep, and 1 come back after
all these years. It's more that twenty! You
see, the stories I've been talking about date
back about thirty or forty-^it was the Thirties.
Steranko: It was about forty-five years ago.
Mr. Gibson: ...Around '35 or '36 was when it
began really hitting its stride. That's when
the radio started. So that's quite a little
while ago. Incidentally, I was working with
Mary Margaret McBride on some radio thing. She's
up there. I told her she'd better be very care-
ful because I've been practicing for the 250th
anniversary of Rip Van Winkle and, you know, a
lot of things happen in those bowling alleys
up there in the Catskills...

(Laughter and mudh appioMBes exit Hp. Gihson)



GREKLINS. as everyone knows, are the little

critters who delight in playing hell with

the printed word. They misspell words, reverse

presses, drop whole lines and paragraphs of

^

type, frequently distorting any meaning a virit-

ten vork may have. All writers believe in Grem-

lins. Thev have to. If you've ever made the

rounds from editor to proof reader to composing

room, looking for the culprit who changed your

pet phrase and had all parties deny responsibil-

ity, you have no choice but to believe in the

little devils. Below are some choice examples

of their- handiwork as relates to the pulps.

And if anyone out there still doubts that there

are gremlins. . .Why, look back at Duentie #11.

**''When Bantam Books reprinted the Doc Savage

novel. The King Makery they lopped off the blurb

at the end of the novel and the gremlins must

have made off with a few stray sentences, as

well. After the sentence which reads: "'That

gets rid of the terror of the thing,' Doc de-

clared," there follows about five paragraphs of

blurb, after which the story ends with the

following

;

Honk naturally knew nothing of the unpleas-

ahead when he suggested, "Say, Doc,

Ln' sort of a vacation for a few

weeKS, nere ±n C.albia?"

Ham, overhearing the remark, snorted loudly.

Princess Gusta, Ham had noted, had turned

to the pleasantly homely Monk for comfort.

Honk was doing very well as comforter. Giv-

ing up the job did not appeal to him.

how about

***In The Glass Man, a recent Avenger novel

written by Ron Goulart, Cole Wilson (one of The

Avenger's aides) boasts of having been a con-

fidant of Houdini, Norgil and Waited Gibson!

^^In the recent Pyramid reprints of The Shadow

novels, the Steranko covers for Hands in the

dork and The Crime Cult were exchanged. Also,

the cover for Mobsmen on the Spot was a George

Rozen cover reprinted from The Shadow, S/tS/4S,

The Northdale

***Most everyone is familiar with the story of

how Ham Brooks earned his nick name after he

was framed for Ham-stealing {presumably by Monk

Kayfair) during World War I. However, in Bosk

Sinister {Doc Savage, 5/45) another version of

the story is given:

Ham Brooks had picked up his nickname of Ham

because he had once, in a fit of temper and

because he could not find anything else to

fuss about, howled that he did not like pork

in any form. ...his statement about his

tastes had been made in a mess hall he was

inspecting^ .W fever after he had been "Ham"

Brooks t<S iii^m^ftt-. He didn't like the

nickname, but there was nothing he could do

about it

.

***The fact that there v.-as a character in Ted

Tinsley's Shadow novel The Fifth Napoleon (2/1-

/38) named Mike Hammer has been pointed out

before , but how many are awaw that there was a

writer named Peter Gunn writing for Ten Detec-

tive Aces during the Thirties?

AT the head of this issue's lead article,

"The Secret Kenneth Robesons," sits a

mural in miniature executed by Rick Roe. Ut-

ilizing scenes and characters culled from the

novels of the many Kenneth Robesons, this mural

depicts in archetectural terms the scope of the

Doc Savage series. Herewith is the key:

In the center is Doc Savage's skyscraper

headquarters, and scanning to the left are:

^**The destruction of Doc's la=;-c dirigible,

from Alan Hathway's The Esadlesa Men.

'"**Maximus, the Trylon and the Perisphere, from

William G. Bogart's World's Fair Goblin.

'*''*King Chaac and the Valley of the Vanished,

from Harold A. Davis' The Golden Peril.

Scanning to the right are:

***0ol, from W. Ryerson Johnson's Land of
Always-Night.

''**The Silver Cylinder flying above Empire City,

from Laurence Donovan's He Could Stop the World.

*'"'Aput guariiitig" tJie "Forti«ss. of SoiituiSe-j -^^'is*'

Lester Dent's Foriress of SaHi^i&.

2/WEmE/Kl



T\^^DE'S first let-

-'ter column opens on

a sad note. By this
time, most of you have
learned of the tragic
death of Graves Gladney--
whou! we interviewed last
issue— on March 24, 1975.
Mr. Gladney's work for
The Shadow and other
pulps was but a portion
of his active life--he
was also an instructor
at the Washington Univer-
sity School of Fine Arts
and a big garae hunter--
and, in his own estima-
tion, a minor part of
his life. So to eulogize him- as -a ^u3^ ax'fs^t
would be, we feel, inappropriate here.

Before his death. Graves Gladney had been
the subject of several interviews, of which ou:
was but one. The Duende interview was extremely many
well-received, and we like to think ours was
the best of the lot. Rather than say any more
gtt:-#ie fW$^<s^. W's -X^ket- to pmsent
Giaafiey'a last letter to us:

Dear Mr. Hurray,
Thank you for the copy of your Duende which

just arrived. Also, thank you for quoting me
correctly g Verbatim. On various subjects I
have been Interviewed by divers newspapers £
magazines since 191^1-42 and you are the first to
quote me accurately, I don't mind disagreement
with what I say so long as I actually said it.
One scribe from Ameriaan Magazine, sent to in-
terview me after Normandy, (I was ordered to an-
swer his questions) so garbled 6 misquoted my
statements that I sounded like some Hollywood
jerk playing at war. I was ashamed to go back
to my outfit when the article was published. So
thank you. You told me as I am, and the truth
never disturbs me.

I think that your magazine is unusually
well organized £ presented—far more profession- detail.

er knew id I would have considered it a non-
sequiter even if I had.

¥ou're altmst right about Tom Lovell, He
quit all pulps in June, 1937.

GRAVES GIADNEY

A S well-received as our interview was, Mr.
Gladney's outspoken comments rankled some

or those whom he knew. With all due respect to
Mr. Gladney's memory, we present the following:

Dear Will,

...I have no objection to Graves Gladney's
criticism of my knowledge of art. I never had
had any. I think I remember that "lousy" cover
he brought in that he said I "grabbed to my bos-

and said that's the kind of cover I want."
That was the kind of cover I wanted. As Gladney
said, it wasn't art. BUT WE WEREN'T SELLING ART:
WE WEREN'T EVEN SELLING LITERATURE. We were
selling excitment; were selling :^ams for the
average American. That I toow-, because many and

reader has told me that over the years;
and even consistantly today. Last week, a fellow
I worked with for the past ten years casually
mentioned The Shadow. He had been a great fan;
had the pin and everything. And when he found
out I was the editor—he just about embraced me.
He really loved The Shadow, without any analysis
or anything else. In fact, Walt's (Walter Gib-
son) coming down next week, and this fellow's
going to buy us all a dinner, not just a drink!

JOHN NANOVIC

Henry Steeger, past president of Popular
Publications, also took exception to Mr. Glad-
ney's statements concerning his being paid half
free for illustrations, after he was promised
full fee. Mr. Steeger informs us that he never
bought illustrations from Mr. Gladney or anyone
else, as that duty was not his, as president of
Popular Publications. Regretably, space does not
allow us to print his letter, but the interested
may refer to Xenophite jiof, , where Mr. Steeger
has already expressed his opinions in greater

al ttiSil others I have seen attacking the same
subject, i.e. pulps. I confess that I still
can't understand the enthusiasm manifested for

I was interested in Mr, Frank Gruber's es-
timate of Nanovic. FeHgious he was, and J ne\

Mr. Gladney consented to be interviewed by
Duende upon the stipulation that we adhere to
his exact words, which we did. We don't apolo-
gize for honoring a gentleman ' s agreement , but
we do sincerely apologize to those individuals

- who were stung by Mr. Gladney's outspokeness.
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"He blained his starved youth on a ranch for burdening him with the traditional
ooiSboy'B xoay of putting all female hvmjns on a pedsetal.. . Be had lived hie youth
M..a i^u ^^an4ii in .-f^omin^, smd it .had. laid a mark £im him-. At the slightest
&x3me. Ms-mmri-ee muM^-mlhi .eh^iS^rimgi in a:sas6'lmish lmd flat and endlesB
to the horizon, a prarie that crackled dryness and shook with heat, the only green
things the little aookie-shaped aaati. The loneliness and the thirst for human

ige could still grip him. They were real.
He was a imn 'i^ho put quite a value on his own emotions, and he blamed having
grown up in suah a waste for miking him sensitive. Sis father had been a foreman
on a ranch, th^ nearest neighbor was thirty-two miles awaif, and there were no kids
h-Ls om age, and no girls. No alose human contacts at all, so na-turally he had
reaohed manhood with the feeling of having been cheated, betrayed, denied of
experienaas 'that others had had. The way he felt about things seemed to mean too
miah to him. Hot for thirteen years had he been back to Wyoming, but the lonesome
land had molded him, and the memory of it could still almost smother him.

"

—LESTER DENT, semi-autobiographiaal statement from
"Smith is Dead, " SHADOW MISTERY, Februaxy, 1947.



Lester Dent was boi'n in. La Plata, Missouri in 1904.
moved to a sheep ranoh in Wyoming, miZes frain any ne

his early years. An .only Cfiild, he had only his c

dKTing those long, lonely days....

Early in his life, his family
jhbor, uhsre young Lester spent
I imagination to fall batik upon

"Be had vein/ feu playnutes and had to use his ntind tc

friends and 'adventures for himself^ Re was really <

long before he began to write. "—MRS. NOmA DENT,

burdening h; with the traditional
'e had lived his youth

him. At the slightest
brush land flat and endless

"He blamed his starved youth on a ranoh foi
cowboy's way of putting all female humans on
in a dry land, in i/yoming, and it had laid a mark t

excuse his memories would walk, shuddering, in a i ^

to the horizon, a prarie that araokled dryness and shook with heat, the only green
things the little cookie-shaped aacti. The loneliness and the thirst for human
beings could still grip him. They were real.
"He was a man 'who put quite a value on his own emotions, and he blamed having
grown up in such a waste for making him sensitive. His father had been a foreman
on a ranch, the nearest neighbor was thirty-two miles away, and there were no kids
his own age, and no girls. No close human contacts at all, so naturally he had
reached manhood with the feeling of having been cheated, betrayed, denied of
experiences that others had had. The way he felt about things seemed to mean too
much to him. Not for thirteen years had he been back to Wyoming, but the lonesome
land had molded him, and the memory of it could still almost smother him."

mi-autobiographical statement from
SHADOW MYSTERY, February, 2947.




